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Dante and Ulysses: 
A Reading of Inferno XXVI 
Peter Kalkavage 

"Is it the gods, Euryalus, who put this ardor in our minds, 
or does each of us make a god of his terrible desire?" 
Aeneid IX. 184-85 

Dante's Comedy is above all a love poem. The central character of that poem is 
not Dante, nor even God, but Beatrice. The journey through Hell, Purgatory, and 
Paradise dramatizes the poet's return to Beatrice and the reactivation of his love 
for her. While it is true that Beatrice does not come on the scene until two thirds 
of the poem have been completed, she is nevertheless the motive force behind 
Dante's whole journey. At the prompting of Mary and Lucy, Beatrice descends 
into Hell for Dante's sake. She summons Virgil to be his guide. But Beatrice is 
his highest guide. She is God's grace made incarnate in a woman. She is not an 
aspect of the poem but the point of the poem. 

In the Paradiso Beatrice guides Dante through the whole of the heavens. She 
does so by means of her eyes, her smile, and her intellectual clarity. Dante moves 
successively through each of the heavenly spheres- through the seven planets 
to the sphere of the fixed stars, then on to the Crystalline or primum mobile, the 
first movable realm to be touched and moved by God's love. Finally, Dante 
ascends to the Empyrean, the place of the true Heaven. The journey that began 
in the dark and savage wood ends, in comic fashion, with the vision of God. 

Now in Paradiso XXVII, just as Dante is about to make his transition to the 
primum mobile, something remarkable happens. Beatrice says to him: "Cast your 
sight down and look at how you have turned" (77-78). It is the second time that 
she has urged him to look down and back before continuing his upward journey. 
Dante obeys. As he looks down, he sees the earth far below him. On the earth he 
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sees something inscribed- not so much objects or places as events, stories. He 
sees the "mad passage" of Ulysses, recounted in Inferno XXVI, and the seduction 
of Europa by Jupiter. Why must Dante look down and back before moving on to 
the primum mobile? He had already looked down on the earth and the seven 
planets in Canto XXll in order to make his eyes "clear and keen" (124ff.). Even 
more to the point, why does Dante call Ulysses back to mind? The reference 
seems especially odd when we consider the high point at which Dante now 
stands. Surely by this time the specter of Hell has been left far behind. 

If we survey the Comedy, we see that the figure of Ulysses pervades the whole 
poem. He is the grandest figure in all of Hell. And, as we have seen, Dante 
connects Ulysses with his own journey through the heavens. The Greek hero 
comes up twice in thePurgatorio. In Purgatorio XIX the Siren who tempts Dante 
in a dream boasts that she once turned and detained Ulysses (22-24). And when 
Dante and Beatrice are reunited at the top of Mount Purgatory, she chides her 
lover in terms that recall the hero (XXXI.43-48). She thus implies that Ulysses 
is somehow her rival for Dante's affection. He seems to sum up everything that 
belongs to Dante's lost way, just as Beatrice herself, at once an individual and 
more than an individual, embodies his true way. When Beatrice urges her lover 
in the Paradiso to look down and back in order to see how he has turned, she 
speaks, as always, with precision: the figure of Ulysses represents the lost way 
of a great soul, a "mad passage" from which Dante had to be converted. It seems 
that we cannot fully comprehend the figure of Beatrice without inquiring into 
the figure of Ulysses. 

What then is the way of Ulysses? The answer lies in Inferno XXVI, in the 
hero's story of his last and most daring voyage. In what follows I will attempt a 
reading of this story. I will do so with the intention of returning at a later point 
to the figure of Beatrice. 

To see Ulysses in eternal torment is a hard thing. We know from the very 
beginning of Inferno XXVI that it was a hard thing for Dante as well. He tells 
us that he grieved then and grieves again now when he remembers what he saw 
in this circle of Hell (19-20). The experience is especially hard for those like me, 
whose favorite Homeric hero has always been Odysseus. It is cold comfort to be 
told that Dante never read Homer, that his Ulysses is no more than the cunning 
monster of Virgil's Aeneid. For that matter, Sophocles and Virgil did know 
Homer, and that fact did not prevent them from turning Odysseus into a monster. 
But just as Virgil sought to write a poem that incorporated and surpassed Homer, 
Dante writes a poem that claims to go beyond Virgil. This is no more evident 
than in Dante's treatment of Ulysses. Dante invents an altogether new story about 
a last voyage. Because it is the last voyage, told out of the hero's own mouth, 
Dante's account of the hero claims to be the definitive account, the last chapter. 
In this definitive poem about Ulysses, Dante restores to the hero some of his 
former Homeric greatness - his greatness of soul, his passion for adventure, his 
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beguiling eloquence, his love of knowledge. In short, Dante makes Ulysses 
attractive to us, if not downright inspiring. What makes Canto XXVI haunting 
and perplexing is not the mere damnation of the hero. It is rather that Ulysses, 
while being damned, is still so beautiful. 

Ulysses lives deep down in Hell. He is in the eighth ditch of Malebolge, the 
region of fraud. Officially, he is damned for the sin of being an evil counselor. 
Virgil lists three instances of his evil counsel. All of them revolve around the fall 
of Troy - the strategem of the horse, the deceiving of Achilles into leaving his 
wife and going off to war, and the theft of the Palladium, the sacred image of 
Athena. Dante is a master of making the punishment fit the crime. On this 
occasion he imprisons Ulysses, along with Diomedes, in a wandering tongue of 
flame. The torment is ingeniously adapted to this particularly intellectual sin. An 
evil counselor betrays his noblest and most distinctly human faculties - thought 
and speech. What was intended to be a guide for the well-being of others is 
twisted into the mere extension of one's power over them. In turning knowledge 
into a weapon, the evil counselor buries his humanity in his ingenuity. In Hell 
he lives out eternally what he made of himself in his earthly life; he is buried by 
a brilliant aspect, by the very symbol of eloquence and inspiration. Evil counsel 
works contrary to the benevolent guidance of divine grace. For that reason the 
evil counselors, with their tongues of flame, are the diabolic version of the Holy 
Spirit, the divine source of all good counsel. Here in the eighth ditch of 
Malebolge we find souls who have lost precisely "the good of the intellect" 
(111.18). If the harm done to others by evil counsel is great, it seems that at least 
as great is the harm done to the evil counselor himself. Evil counsel is a form of 
intellectual suicide, the mind working against itself. It is even worse when there 
is collaboration with a friend. The twin flame of Ulysses and Diomedes reminds 
Dante of "the pyre where Eteocles was laid with his brother" (53-54). Ulysses 
and his friend are brothers in spirit who murder each other eternally. 

When Dante first sees the spectacle of the eighth ditch, he is fascinated. He 
compares the wandering flames to the fireflies one sees at a midsummer's 
twilight. He causes the reader to feel Hell's enchantment. As Dante gazes down 
at the flames, we must imagine that he sees something like an imitation Heaven 
- souls wrapped in flame, perversely imitating the souls aflame with divine love 
in Dante's Paradise. We may conjecture that this circle of Hell will have to do 
with the pursuit of a false paradise. When Dante learns that one of the flames 
contains the soul of the famous Ulysses, he too seems to catch fire: 

"If they can speak from inside those sparks, master," said I, "I strongly pray 
you and pray again, that the prayer be worth a thousand, that you do not deny 
me to wait until the homed flame comes here: see how I bend towards it with 
desire!" (64-69) 
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The sheer force of Dante's request is overwhelming. Nowhere else in the 
Comedy, not even in the Paradiso, does he express such intense longing to hear 
someone, such a powerful desire to know. Yet even more striking than his desire 
is the prayer to Virgil. We will return to this prayer later. 

Virgil commends Dante for his prayer and grants his request. He does so on 
one condition- that Dante remain silent. The reason Virgil gives is Ulysses' 
probable scorn for the Italian language - not his inability to understand Italian, 
but his disdain for it. Ulysses is proud. He might respond to high tragic 
intonations but never to the low comedy of Dante's vernacular. The Comedy 
would be wasted on Ulysses. Close as they are in some respects, Dante and 
Ulysses belong to two different worlds of discourse. It seems fitting that Virgil 
act as a go-between, that a Roman. mediate between a Greek and an Italian. It 
might also be a good idea not to let Dante get too close to this particularly 
enchanting flame. 

Virgil summons Ulysses with a solemn and respectful invocation. The mood 
is that of a seance. Virgil does not call the hero by name. Ulysses is so much a 
great-souled man that he cannot be addressed personally and directly, not even 
by Virgil. Scorning all familiarity, Ulysses never acknowledges the presence of 
the two poets. There is no interchange but only the telling of a story to no one in 
particular. The hero stands, shrouded in tragic isolation. The complete absence 
of personal contact heightens his greatness. It also renders him deeply disturbing. 
More than all the other sinners with whom Dante speaks, Ulysses seems trapped 
within himself and his memories. It is Virgil who brings up the subject of the last 
voyage: "Let one of you tell where, having been lost, he went to die" (83-84). 
Clearly the request has a double meaning -"tell where you went to die" and 
"tell where you lost yourself forever." Virgil wants the hero to talk about the 
irrevocable loss of self. He wants him to reveal, for Dante's sake, how it came 
about that Ulysses made a tragic descent into the underworld. 

Ulysses speaks. More precisely, his tongue of flame must toss, murmur, and 
wave about like the tongue of an idiot before it hurls a voice from its tip. What 
once poured forth with so much grace now comes with violence. To Dante's 
readers who know Homer, this infernal voice of the hero is tragically unlike his 
speech as described in the Iliad: 

"But when he let the great voice go from his chest, and the words came 
down like the winter snows, then no other mortal 
man beside could stand up against Odysseus." 

(III.221-23; Lattimore translation) 

When Ulysses does manage to speak, he tells an amazing story. No sooner is he 
back from Circe's island than he sets out once more on the high seas of adventure. 
Dante in effect undoes the hero's famous homecoming. He portrays a Ulysses 
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who moves, through his own will, farther and farther away from home. Eventu
ally, the hero and his men move beyond humanity altogether. They sail beyond 
the Pillars of Hercules to what Ulysses provocatively calls "the world without 
people" (117). 

To understand Ulysses, we must look closely at his fascination with experi
ence. Experience is the key to the story of the last voyage. The numerically 
central line of the story, line 116, points in this direction: "don't be willing to 
deny experience." It occurs at the very center of the hero's exhortation to his 
men. Let us see how experience leads us into Ulysses' great heart. 

The hero begins with a long involved sentence. We are caught up, breath
lessly, in his love of motion: 

"When I departed from Circe, who stole me away for over a year near Gaeta, 
before Aeneas so named it, neither tenderness for son, nor piety for my old 
father, nor the love I owed Penelope- which should have made her glad
could conquer within me the ardor I had to become experienced in the world 
and in human vices and worth; but I set out on the high open sea with only 
one ship and with that band by whom I had not been abandoned" (90-102) 

Ulysses' extraordinary sentence, rich as it is, makes no mention of the most 
important fact in his life -his homecoming. It is implied but never stated. Here 
we have a Ulysses who returned to Ithaca but never came home. As his very 
grammar indicates, no sooner does he leave Circe than he is once more out for 
adventure. It is not that Ulysses does not care about his family. He goes out of 
his way to mention the love he felt for son, father, and wife. But these human 
loves are no match for his ruling passion, his desire for experience. If Ulysses is 
capable of having a home at all- and I am not sure that he is - that home does 
not seem to be in Ithaca. The family ties so tenibly important to Aeneas are mere 
obstacles to Ulysses. Dante makes the hero's family, especially Penelope, a vital 
part of the story. So too, in listing the hero's sins of evil counsel, he focused on 
the grief of Achilles' wife, Deidamia. Dante stresses the theme of abandonment. 
In so doing, he causes us to wonder whether it is right to abandon our human 
loves and all that is closest to us, for the sake of a higher purpose, even if that 
higher purpose turns out to be knowledge. At any rate, it is Circe, famous for 
turning men into beasts, who presides over the hero's story. She is his demon. 
When Ulysses says that Circe "stole me away for over a year" - or more literally 
in the Italian, "drew me under," rni sottrasse -he speaks of an evil enchantment 
he seems unwilling to shake off. For Dante, the figure of Circe seems to represent 
the evil force of distraction and self-indulgence by which men are turned into 
beasts. She is the beguiling but false prospect of Paradise. When Ulysses leaves 
her island and returns to Ithaca, Circe's black magic draws him under again, 
makes him hungry for even more adventure. As we know from the end of the 
story, Ulysses is finally killed by being drawn under. The sea that closes over 
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him also sends him to Hell. In his brutal abandonment of son, father, and wife, 
Ulysses seems to have lost his humanity after all at the hands of Circe. In truth 
he never left her island. 

It is extraordinary how Dante manages to portray nobility even in Hell. I am 
thinking of characters like Francesca, Farinata, Piero delle Vigne, and of course 
Ulysses, the noblest of them all and conspicuously non-Italian. It is not troubling 
to see a corrupt pope or politician in Hell. In fact it is rather gratifying. A good 
deal of the Inferno seems designed expressly to arouse righteous indignation and 
a certain delight in a just vengeance. But this is not where the poem's greatest 
power lies. The real power of the Inferno comes out in the case of those who are 
great-souled. Of all the great-souled figures in Hell, Ulysses is the most troubling. 
The reason for this is the hero's love of knowledge and his aspiration to be more 
than human. There is something beautiful about Ulysses' hybris. As we have 
seen, there is something terrible and brutal about it too. Inferno XXVI gives us 
a seeming paradox- a beautiful monster. The canto makes us wonder how the 
love of knowledge- of all things! - could lead us astray and make us less than 
human. 

Ulysses and his men sail for a long time. They are "old and slow" by the time 
they reach the Pillars of Hercules, a group of doddering old men out on the prowl. 
At the Pillars they reach the limit of the human world. Ulysses is careful to 
mention that the Pillars were intended as a boundary not to be trespassed. But 
forbidden fruit is sweet fruit, and forbidden waters serve only to inflame Ulysses' 
daring. Having reached the limit of the human world, the old adventurers must 
make a choice - to cross or not to cross. Ulysses pushes them over the brink. 
He does so with an amazing piece of rhetoric. As you listen to it, you must picture 
a Ulysses who is no longer a warrior in his prime but a decrepit old man: 

"0 brothers," I said, "who through a hundred thousand perils have reached 
the west, to this so little vigil of our senses that remains, don't be willing to 
deny experience, in the sun's track, of the world without people; consider the 
seed that is your origin: you were not made to live as brutes but to follow 
virtue and knowledge." (112-20) 

Who can resist the charm of this speech? Does it not address our noblest instincts 
-our courage, our willingness to take risks, our love of knowledge and virtue, 
our responsibility to ourselves to be more than sheep? How could anyone with 
an ounce of thyrnos not want to follow Ulysses over the brink, to be his brother? 
Dante has taken great care to compose a speech that inflames not only the hero's 
men but the reader of the poem as well. 

Ulysses is quite aware of the power of his speech. He boasts that his "little 
speech" was so effective in rousing his men that even he would have found it 
hard to restrain them (121-23). Here we begin to see the destructive character of 
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Ulysses' rhetoric and of his spiritedness. The hero has assumed the role of guide 
but proves instead to be an evil counselor. By his own admission, he is powerless 
to control the fires that he so easily starts. He can ignite but not direct. Superfi
cially, Ulysses seems to be in control- he is the master, they are the followers. 
But the hero cannot control himself any more than he can control his men. He 
has long since given in to the passion for new experiences. When he seems to 
exert a power over his men, he merely infects them with his own slavishness. 
Like the serpent in the garden story, Ulysses tempts with the prospect of 
undeniable goods. Indeed, how else can there be any tempting! He appeals to 
brotherhood, virtue, knowledge, being true to one's origins, being all one can be. 
But in the end, all this is just a mask for self-assertiveness and the lack of 
self-control. The great tragedy of the last voyage is that Ulysses, by giving 
himself fully to his ardor for experience, blinds himself to the difference between 
noble aspiration and self-indulgence. When he appeals to his men to live as men 
and not beasts, he summons rather than averts the black magic of Circe. 

In his opening sentence Ulysses confessed to an unconquerable desire for 
experience. He qualified the term "experience" by referring to the knowledge of 
human vices and worth. Now he wants to go to the world without people. What 
are we to make of such a desire? The place can offer little opportunity for 
learning, especially for learning about the human soul. As far as Ulysses knows, 
it is nothing but an infinite expanse of water. No doubt he wants to go to the 
world without people because it is a forbidden zone that no human being has 
ever experienced. What might actually be there is far less important than the thrill 
of going, the perverse delight in daring to cross a boundary. Ulysses' passion for 
the world without people calls into question his earlier claim to want a know ledge 
of human things. What he really seems to want is the infinite, that which is 
beyond all boundaries. 

As I mentioned earlier, the numerically central line both of Ulysses' speech 
to his men and of his entire story is line 116-"don't be willing to deny 
experience." It is the hero's moral imperative, his guiding star. It has always 
struck me as peculiar that this imperative should be stated in the negative. Why 
doesn't Ulysses simply say "Strive!"? The negative form of the whole imperative 
is stressed by the Italian word for "deny," negar. The negativity of the command 
is the clue, I think, to the ultimately destructive character of Ulysses' quest for 
experience. If we enumerate the negations at work in the hero's last adventure, 
we will be able to appreciate how Ulysses, for all his striving, lost the good of 
the intellect. 

We meet the first negation in the hero's opening sentence. Love of 
Telemachus, Laertes, and Penelope could not conquer Ulysses' love of experi:. 
ence. There is a tension in his heart between human love and the love of 
knowledge. The victor is the love of knowledge - knowledge, that is, as Ulysses 
understands it. Ulysses knows that it is wrong and injurious to desert his family. 
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He speaks of piety for Laertes and the love he owed Penelope. He is knowingly 
unjust. In other words, from Ulysses' own mouth we hear that his desire for 
experience made him unscrupulous, a destroyer of his closest human ties. 

A second negation comes up in Ulysses' speech to his men. This is the hero's 
attempt to defy time. Ulysses is aware of his mortality - all too aware. He 
speaks of the "little vigil" of the senses. He follows in the sun's track because he 
wants a day that will never become night. He longs for immortality and strives 
for it as best he can-by devouring as much experience as time permits. Ulysses' 
battle with time gives his last voyage a desperate character. Aware that he is old 
and slow, the hero seems to be telling his men: "Dare everything for tomorrow 
we die!" He does not stop to think that time is not necessarily an enemy, that 
time has more the nature of a gift and can be used well or badly, regardless of 
the amount. Still less does he consider that time might be the medium in which 
plans other than his own are enacted, that there might be some "higher scheme 
of things" of which he is only a part. Ulysses' shortsightedness regarding time 
is beautifully handled by Dante. The strategem of the horse, that far-seeing 
invention of Ulysses, is identified by Virgil as "the gate from which the noble 
Roman seed went forth" (59-60). Little does the hero know that his cruel 
deception of the Trojans falls right into the hands of divine providence. Like one 
of Hegel's world-historical individuals, Ulysses knows least what he most 
causes. In his hatred of time Ulysses becomes time's victim and slave. One 
imagines the hero wandering from place to place trying to outrun time by 
experiencing as much as he can. No sooner is something experienced than it 
grows old, becomes boring, and is abandoned -like Penelope. On this under
standing of experience, there is no memory, no looking back. No doubt Ulysses 
sees and hears a great many things. But I cannot imagine that he really internal
izes them, takes them to heart. His manner of experiencing things is detached 
and merely theoretical. For this reason, the more we imagine what the hero is 
actually doing on his journey, the less inclined we are to call it "experiencing." 
How can there be experience without memory and the capacity for taking things 
to heart, applying them to oneself? The Pillars of Hercules, coupled with the fact 
that Ulysses is now old and slow, might have provided an inducement, an 
opportunity, to turn around and re-evaluate the whole last voyage in light of the 
natural boundaries he has confronted. But Ulysses kills off this opportunity with 
his rhetoric of aspiration. Missing his chance to look back while he was alive, 
the hero makes a poor use of time. Now in Hell he is the prisoner of memory. 

The world without people supplies us with a third negation. As we saw earlier, 
Ulysses started out wanting experience of the human soul but ended up wanting 
to go to the world without people. He and his men have literally run out of world 
and have only one place left to visit. This third negation is the infinite, here 
understood as the annihilation of all content. The world is simply not big enough 
for Ulysses' great heart. His refusal to accept natural boundaries leads him, 
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finally, beyond all humanity, all context, all determinateness. He ventures forth 
into a void. 

A fourth negation follows easily from the third. There is no reason to go to 
the world without people except to enter a forbidden zone that no one has ever 
seen. Ulysses and his world without people is exactly like the young Augustine 
and his pears. This non-world entices simply because it is forbidden. The journey 
into the world without people expresses Ulysses' negation of all reasonable 
purpose. The act of experiencing has become an end in itself, motion for the sake 
of motion. No wonder the experience of the world proved to be unsatisfying. It 
was the adventure itself that mattered. With this negation of reasonable purpose, 
Ulysses transforms the search for knowledge into the mindless wandering of the 
fireflies. 

These are four ways in which the hero's great imperative embraces negativity 
or destructiveness: the rejection of all moral scruples and human ties; the battle 
against time; a fascination with the infinite as the annihilation of all content; and 
the denial of purpose. At the source of these four negations lies the fifth and 
deepest of them all. It is Ulysses' attempt to destroy the will: "Don't be willing 
to deny experience." In other words, "Abandon your will; give way to your 
desires; only then will you be free and fully human!" This is the heart and soul 
of Ulysses' evil counsel- the rhetorical attempt to glorify self-indulgence. It is 
the evil teaching he imbibed from Circe. With this fifth and deepest negation we 
discover that Circe represents the suicide of the human will. 

Ulysses' rejection of his will, his willing not to will, is the first thing about 
which the hero boasts. Human love could not conquer his desire for experience. 
Ulysses portrays himself, sees himself, as the glorious victim of an overwhelm
ing passion. It is as though he says "Great-hearted as I am, how could I possibly 
have done otherwise!" By casting himself in this tragic role, Ulysses glorifies 
his nature but throws away his freedom. Like Francesca, Ulysses gives in to lust; 
he subjects reason to desire (V.39). Also like Francesca, he denies responsibility 
for his actions. In Canto V Francesca seeks to ennoble herself in Dante's eyes 
and to elicit his pity. She says: 

"Love, who pardons no loved one from loving, seized me with so strong a 
pleasure in him, that as you see, he still does not abandon me." (103-5) 

Who is the "him?" Paolo- or Love? Francesca is in love with love and makes 
love her excuse. More than that, she makes it her glory. She renounces her will 
and with it all responsibility for her actions. Is she not like Ulysses, who boasts 
of a grand unconquerable passion? Francesca and Ulysses are the two great 
tempters in Dante's Hell. They make giving in to desire look beautiful. Because 
Ulysses plays on the themes of virtue and knowledge, his tempting power is 
greater, just as his fate is more deeply tragic. Even after we have "seen through" 
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the sophistry ofFrancesca and Ulysses, we continue to find these two characters 
alluring. Dante does not let us forget that they are Sirens. He preserves the 
beguiling quality of beautiful speech, thereby giving the reader an extraordinary 
opportunity to feel the perpetual attraction of Hell. 

Ulysses and his men sail into the world without people. The hero speaks of 
transforming their oars into wings (125). He speaks of the "mad flight" and the 
"deep passage," language that Dante uses to describe his own journey through 
Hell (II.142, VII.91). There in the distance, the hero and his men see something 
dark and incomprehensible- a huge mountain! The mountain is the answer, 
finally, to Virgil's request: "Let one of you tell where, having been lost, he went 
to die." Did Virgil know the answer all along and want Dante to hear it for 
himself? The mountain is none other than Mount Purgatory. Dante calls it "that 
second kingdom where the human spirit purges itself and becomes worthy of 
mounting to Heaven" (Purgatorio I. 4-6). Purgatory is the realm of hope and new 
life. It is the place that offers an opportunity for a second sailing, a revision of 
past time. 

The violent meeting of Ulysses and Purgatory is the "surprise ending" of the 
story. The last thing we expect Ulysses to discover is the Christian world of 
atonement, the "middle term" between Hell and Paradise. But perhaps it is more 
accurate to say that the story ends in mystery. The reader is left wondering. What 
is this mysterious new land that killed Ulysses? Unless the reader has consulted 
the notes to his edition, he will not know the significance of the mountain until 
he reads the first canto of the Purgatorio (130-36). 

When Ulysses and his men first set eyes on the mountain, they are filled with 
sudden gladness at having reached and discovered a "new land." Unfortunately, 
the new land has also discovered them. The mountain is guarded by a violent 
storm that proceeds from its shores. The storm turns Ulysses' sudden joy into 
grief. It hits his ship, whirls it around, then plunges it into the sea. The land that 
is new life for others is death to Ulysses. Mount Purgatory is not named. Indeed 
the hero does not know what he has stumbled upon. His ignorance is due in part 
to an historical contingency - it is a long time before Christianity will be born. 
But that is the least interesting part of the story. The strange meeting of Ulysses 
and Purgatory has far more to do, I think, with the nature of Ulysses and the 
nature of Purgatory. The very notion of cleansing oneself for past wrongs would 
no doubt be utterly alien and offensive to the hero. What does cleanliness have 
to do with human excellence! If he were told about Mount Purgatory, he would 
probably express scorn for it or else want to go there for exactly the wrong reason. 
Purgation requires humility. It requires an awareness of past wrongs and the 
desire to remake oneself. But Ulysses is proud to the end. He is proud of the 
voyage to the world without people even though he acknowledges that such a 
voyage is insane. He seems proud even of his extreme injustice to his family, as 
though this were a sign of his superiority. There is perpetual war between the 
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violent self-assertiveness of Ulysses and the self-correction of Purgatory. The 
storm makes sure that the mountain cannot be attained tlrrough a proud voyage. 
And yet, in a way that is both ironic and very sad, Purgatory is the answer to 
Ulysses' quest for the new. Ulysses wanted nothing more than to follow the sun; 
he was hungry for regeneration and new life. His very use of the plrrase "new 
land" suggests his desire to be renewed. This desire for renewal lies deeper in 
Ulysses' heart, I think, than the superficial love of novelty and adventure to which 
he succumbs. We could say that Ulysses and Purgatory belong together but can 
never meet on good tenns. At the time of his death, the hero is so near and yet 
so far. 

Purgatory impinges on Ulysses in a number of ways. One way has to do with 
time. In Purgatory time is affirmed as a good thing, as the very medium in which 
hope is kept alive. Whereas Ulysses journeys forward, never looking back, souls 
in Purgatory are constantly looking back at their earthly lives, working out their 
pasts. Only at the very end of their purgation are they allowed to drink the waters 
of forgetfulness. Purgatory teaches self-knowledge, and this self-knowledge is 
impossible without the proper recognition of past time. Because Purgatory 
involves memory, souls here are not superficially but genuinely engaged in an 
act of experience. Now for Ulysses, it is the amount of experience that counts. 
In light of his vast range of experiences, the hero might well look down his nose 
at what Purgatory represents. He probably would consider it naive or sentimental, 
at any rate unmanly. But surely it is not the amount of experience that constitutes 
wisdom. It is quite possible to be very worldly and obtuse. Human wisdom seems 
to be more a matter of knowing what the decisive experiences of a human life 
are. For Dante such decisive experiences include things like falling in love and 
being lost in a dark wood, that is, experiences that make us feel our vulnerability 
and resourcelessness. Thanks to his great-souledness, which acts as an insulator, 
Ulysses parts company with all such things. He closes off a possibility and thus 
limits his range of experience. He misses what for Dante is the most decisive and 
valuable experience of human life: feeling lost in a dark wood. This, for Dante, 
is the beginning of all human wisdom -knowing that you are lost. In a sense, 
when Ulysses chooses to ignore the Pillars of Hercules and goes down near the 
shores of Mount Purgatory, it is he who falls victim to naivety. 

Dante clearly took a strong personal interest in the figure of Ulysses. The 
Greek hero probably reminded him of himself. The story of the last voyage seems 
to be a parable addressed to himself and to those like himself- great adventur
ers in the realm of the spirit, eager for the most intense regions of experience, 
eager to rise above the common herd and become gods by virtue of their 
ingenuity. Now parables, as their name parabolai suggests, are meant to be 
applied- applied to, that is, "tlrrown alongside of' the particular condition of 
the hearer or reader. To grasp a parable is to understand the meaning of one's 
own experience by means of a figure. Ulysses' narrowminded conception of 
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experience is nothing other than his inability to find parables in his travels. The 
parable of the last voyage makes the most sense, I think, if we apply it to the 
philosopher or, more accurately, to the philosophic passion. For what Ulysses' 
story seems to be about most centrally is the desire to know, not to know in some 
specialized sense but to know the whole of all things. It is clear, I think, that this 
same desire inflames every page of the Comedy, that Dante's own work is an 
expression of philosophical eros striving to come to terms with itself. 

The appraisal of philosophy in the Comedy is complex and elusive. It seems 
to have the form of a paradox. On the one hand, our ultimate happiness is 
measured by our capacity for intellectual vision. Beatrice unfolds this great 
teaching in Paradiso XXVIII (109-11). Furthermore, Dante defines Hell as the 
loss of intelligence, implying that blessedness is a certain preservation of 
intelligence. Even Purgatory is defined in terms of intellect; Dante calls it "the 
mountain where reason searches us" (Purgatorio 111.3). On the other hand, we 
see in the case of Ulysses how the desire to know can lead to the loss of 
intelligence and eventually to madness. Even the philosophers of Limbo, virtu
ous as they are, experience an intellectual loss. They live in desire without hope 
(Inferno IV.42), eternally philosophizing about, but never really knowing the 
whole of all things. They are striving for a fatherland they know they will never 
reach. Their eternal loss for Dante, like that of Ulysses, seems to have far less to 
do with when they lived than with who they are and what they represent. There 
is an unsettling resemblance between the light that insulates them and the flame 
that devours Ulysses. 

I take Ulysses' voyage to the world without people to be the tragic version of 
the philosopher's quest for the absolute, his longing to be transported from the 
human world to the divine, from the world of body and sense to the world of 
ideas. The parable of the last voyage speaks to the extreme danger of confusing 
the divine love of wisdom with the obsession to know everything.lt shows how 
the divine madness can degenerate into the other, pathological form of madness. 
It urges the reader to examine his own devotion to philosophy in light of the 
importance of recognizing boundaries and the Genesis story about man's fall. 
We have seen that Dante bends towards Ulysses' flame, that he shares the hero's 
"bent" for knowledge. The critique of philosophy in the Comedy seems to apply 
primarily not to Plato and Aristotle but to what Dante found within his own 
experience and his own soul. Ifl am right in taking the Ulysses story as a parable 
addressed to philosophers, then the dangers of philosophy are summed up for 
Dante in Ulysses' abandonment of humanity. In his aspiration to be more than 
human, the philosopher risks losing sight of what it means to be human; in his 
passion for universals, he Iisks the negation of individuals; in his passion for the 
question of being, he Iisks forgetting the importance of beings; in his love of 
what is eternal and unchanging, he tends to denigrate history. Finally, as Dante 
knew from his study of the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle praised self-suffi-
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ciency, autarkeia, as one of the prime characteristics and criteria of the blessed 
life (X.vii.l177a27-bl). It found its maximum expression in the life of the 
philosopher. From Dante's perspective, this worship of self-sufficiency- so 
close to the worship of self- was perhaps the greatest danger of all. In so far 
as philosophy promotes the love of self-sufficiency, it blocks the grace that Dante 
thinks is necessary for the completion of the philosophic project. To a great 
extent, the Comedy, while itself rooted in the philosophic passion, calls attention 
to and seeks to correct the dangers of that passion. This purgation of philosophy 
takes the form of autobiography, poetry, history, and, most importantly, an 
affirmation that there is neither happiness nor wisdom without the operation of 
grace. 

Ulysses is not the only parable in Inferno XXVI. Dante makes himself into a 
parable too. He tells how he prayed to Virgil in order to gratify his curiosity. 
Dante acknowledges his overwhelming passion to hear Ulysses -he bends with 
desire towards the hero's flame. Yet at the same time he looks to Vrrgil for help. 
Dante's desire to hear Ulysses makes perfect sense. Who would not jump at the 
chance to hear the soul of Ulysses! The prayer, however, is more of a mystery. 
Dante seems to be distinguishing himself from the hero while expressing his 
kinship with him. In terms of a parable, Dante is showing what it is like to 
acknowledge one's philosophic nature while respecting the importance of 
boundaries. He does not insist on a right to know. Nor does he presume to reach 
knowledge through his own efforts alone. Instead he seeks permission from a 
higher power- in this case from Virgil- acknowledging that desire left to 
itself can go astray, that even intellectual desire can take the form of disordered 
love. The prayer is the anti-parable and antidote to the story of Ulysses. It even 
anticipates the hero's "don't be willing to deny experience." Dante says to Virgil: 
"Don't deny me to wait until the homed flame comes here" (67- 68). Where 
Ulysses seeks knowledge impetuously like some wild beast of prey, Dante shows 
his willingness to wait. He shows that desire stands in need of the will in order 
to attain its own end. For Ulysses- or someone like him- only two things 
matter: desire and gratification. The will is missing. By the will I mean simply 
our power of giving direction to our thoughts, desires, and actions. This rejection 
of the will is what makes Ulysses irrational and bestial. Dante's prayer to Virgil 
is by contrast the cooperation of intelligence and will. It is the intelligent 
acknowledgment of a boundary, an example of desire that is not slavish but 
focused and self-conscious. As an act of will or self-direction, the prayer 
mediates between desire and gratification. More simply stated, it works- Dante 
gets to hear Ulysses. The parable of Dante's prayer is far-reaching. It suggests 
that knowledge has more the nature of a gift than of an accomplishment, and that 
knowledge of the whole is impossible without the direction of the will and the 
ordering of desire. All this is beautifully and powerfully dramatized in the poem's 
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concluding scenes, where the final vision of God is simultaneously the ultimate 
perfection of Dante's will and desire (Paradiso XXXIII.142-45). 

Ulysses started out by wanting to know the vices and worth of human beings. 
He wanted to eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil - not just to 
eat but, in true Circe fashion, to make a pig of himself. Paradiso XXVI is the 
heavenly counterpart to Inferno XXVI. There in Paradise, Dante meets Adam, 
the father of the human race. Adam speaks discerningly of the fall: 

"Know then, my son, that it was not the tasting of the tree in itself that was 
the reason for so much exile, but only the trespass beyond the mark." ( 115-17) 

The tercet of Adam is centered around line 116, the same line number as Ulysses' 
"don't be willing to deny experience." Composed of the same number of lines 
as the Ulysses canto, Paradiso XXVI seems to respond to the central imperative 
of the hero's life. Dante has invented an ingenious dialogue between Ulysses and 
Adam. In sailing beyond the Pillars of Hercules, Ulysses reiterates Adam's sin. 
He is a trespasser. But Adam is very careful to distinguish the sin proper from 
the tasting of the tree. The distinction has a special importance for the portrayal 
of philosophy in the Comedy. In response to Dante's own philosophic passion, 
Adam seems to be saying the following: "Intellectual gratification is good. 
Indeed it is our highest good. We were created to see God and to know many of 
the things that He knows. Our sin consisted in being graceless and violent. 
Because we plucked the fruit for the wrong reason, we did not get the fruit we 
wanted. Instead of divine wisdom, we reaped the knowledge of good and evil as 
the experience of frustration and exile." 

Adam's distinction between tasting and trespassing helps us to understand 
the complexity of Ulysses and of what he represents for Dante. The human world 
is ultimate I y unsatisfying, no matter how many of its goods we happen to possess. 
Human desire is such that nothing in the natural world can put it to rest. Even in 
the earthly paradise, Adam and Eve were right to want more, to want to be more 
like God. The forbidden fruit was good for food, a delight to the eyes, and 
desirable if it brought wisdom (Genesis 3.6). The trespass beyond the mark lies 
not in what is desired but in the manner of the desiring. By the time Adam and 
Eve ate the fruit, the sin had already been committed in their hearts. God's 
command not to eat the fruit of this tree was a warning about a potential Adam 
and Eve carried within themselves - the potential for the wrong desiring of 
undeniable goods. Now in the figure of Ulysses, Dante dramatizes the infinity 
and restlessness of the human heart in the form of a voyage. He allows us to 
experience what it means "to strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield." Ulysses 
is not to blame for wanting more than his life in Ithaca, happy as that life must 
have been. His sin lies in his negation of all boundaries and his violent abandon
ment of all human ties. He treats boundaries as though they were merely matters 
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of convention, as though they were powerless to teach him anything about his 
own nature. When Adam and Ulysses reached out for the forbidden fruit, they 
did more than disobey God. They also did violence to the human nature that was 
their gift. The great challenge to an Adam or a Ulysses is this: how to go about 
gratifying our god-like desire for intellectual tasting without losing sight of our 
humanity, without abandoning that humanity. It appears, for Dante, that we 
cannot transcend boundaries without an obedience to boundaries. If Dante is 
right, if the highest good is not an achievement but a gift, then pride is not only 
morally wrong; it is also unintelligent and ultimately self-defeating. 

The challenge of harmonizing aspiration and obedience brings us back to our 
beginning. There we focused on Paradiso XXVII. We wondered why Beatrice 
urged Dante to look down and back before continuing his upward journey. We 
wondered, too, why Ulysses is mentioned at so high a point of the ascent. The 
speech of Adam in the preceding canto supplies the clue: Dante must be fully 
convinced that in gratifying his own passion for the divine, he is no violator of 
the divine. He must be sure that his journey into the very highest regions of 
experience- the trasumanar or "passage beyond the human" in which Dante 
glories at the beginning of the Paradiso (1.70)-is clearly distinguishable from 
Ulysses' proud voyage to the world without people. At the same time, he must 
grasp his continuity with Ulysses' great-hearted project. He must see that he is 
on the verge of completing the hero's "mad passage" beyond all boundaries, that 
the supreme tragedy of all human aspiration is being transformed into a comedy. 
Dante recalls Ulysses at just the right moment in his journey, the moment before 
he enters the primum mobile. It is the pilgrim's last boundary. Beyond it is the 
fatherland where desire finally comes to rest. 

Of course the "mad passage" of Ulysses is not the only thing Dante sees as 
he looks down. He also sees "the shore on which Europa made herself a sweet 
burden" (83-84). Commentators point out that Ulysses and Europa stand for 
pride and lust, respectively. And in the poem, Dante indicates that these are the 
two sins in himself that most need purging. Before Dante can rejoin Beatrice and 
ascend to intellectual vision, he must first walk through the flaming wall of lust. 
His passage takes place in Purgatorio XXVII, that is, in the canto that parallels 
Dante's ascent to the primum mobile. With the purgation oflust, Dante continues 
his grand parable about boundaries: one cannot complete the philosophic project, 
attain the ultimate intellectual vision, unless one knows how to desire, unless the 
sin of Adam has been corrected. Virgil signals this correction of Dante's lust with 
his last speech in the poem: "From now on take your pleasure for guide" 
(Purgatorio XXVII.131). Amazingly, Dante preserves the parable about bound
aries and gratification in the numerical structure of the poem. Purgatorio XXVII 
responds, in its architecture and number of lines, both to the Ulysses canto and 
to the speech of Adam in the Paradiso. In the place corresponding to "don't be 
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willing to deny experience" and Adam's speech about transgression, we find 
Virgil speaking to Dante of ultimate gratification: 

"That sweet fruit which the care of mortals goes seeking on so many boughs 
will today give peace to your cravings." (115-17) 

The function of Purgatory is thus to restore our human nature, to make it fit for 
its divine homecoming. Purgatory reverses the black magic of Circe. It returns 
us, quite literally, to Eden and to our desire to be gods. Once more we reach out 
for the fruit of divinity, only this time we can pluck it with a good conscience. 
We must never forget that Purgatory for Dante has the form of a mountain, that 
our mortification is an ascent to divine things. Humility here is more properly 
understood as a form of work, an energeia, than as a mere feeling. For Dante, 
humility accomplishes what pride intended but was powerless to achieve. 

Now it is not fair to Europa to make her the symbol oflust. After all, the whole 
thing started with proud Jupiter, who made himself a beast in order to gratify his 
desire. The parables of Ulysses and Europa have an underlying connection. We 
see that connection in the intellectual lust of Ulysses and the stubborn pride of 
Francesca. Perhaps the wall of flame does not purge carnal lust exclusively but 
all lust. Perhaps it cleanses the philosophic passion of its desire to negate all 
boundaries, thus rendering that passion capable of a true ascent. 

The Comedy is without doubt an act of pride. Dante makes himself the hero 
of his own epic; he presumes to know who belongs in Hell; and he celebrates his 
own ascent to Heaven. But to stop with this understanding of the poem would 
be a serious misreading. Dante does not ascend through his own powers. He relies 
on Virgil, on Beatrice, on the authors he read, on all the souls he meets. In a sense 
he even has Satan to thank for supplying the ladder out of Hell. The poem is one 
huge chronicle of indebtedness. This indebtedness is not only to grace in general 
but to all the particular instances through which grace operates. The prime 
instance of that grace is Beatrice. That is why she rather than Dante or God is 
the poem's central character. In the person of Beatrice Dante's lust and pride are 
overcome. As the very perfection of the philosophic nature - with the light 
of intellectual vision shining in her eyes -Beatrice draws Dante to the 
ultimate gratification of his desires. As Dante says, she "imparadises my 
mind" (Paradiso XXVIII.3). But Beatrice keeps him humble too; she curbs 
the ever-present Ulysses in his soul. For there is not only desire before the 
beloved but also awe. With Beatrice as his guide Dante can safely cross his last 
boundary; he has preserved in himself everything that is most human. 



The Distinction of the Virtues 
in Aristotle's Ethics 
Joseph Keith Woodard 

I 

All or most people, at most times and places, live according to some particular 
standard of utility, nobility, and justice, which they assume to be the appropriate 
measure of the worth of particular ways of life, including their own. This 
universality of human "value systems" suggests a general inclination among 
human beings to subject themselves to some such standard. People might well 
be expected to be distressed by the suggestion that such measures are merely the 
products of circumstances, as much as by the suggestion that their own lives are 
merely the products of circumstances. And so any bland acceptance of the 
relativity of human values must, almost of necessity, disqualify itself as an 
understanding of human values. Human values are, after all, too valuable for 
human beings to treat their differences lightly. 

Still, perhaps the first thing we learn, when we become familiar with distant 
times and places, is that different people find different sorts of things good or 
bad, fine or base, just or unjust. And often these catalogues of valuations 
manifestly contradict each other. The ancient Thebans celebrated a warrior virtue 
conjoined with homosexual affection, while, a millennium later, the nobility of 
feudal Christendom celebrated, in chivalry, courage conjoined with chaste 
devotion to tl1e feminine. Today we seem eit11er not to celebrate courage or to 
claim that the greater courage lies in passivity. The result of learning of such 
variations among the tribes of humanity can be a quite discouraging relativism, 
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which concludes that there is no appropriate standard of the worth of particular 
human lives and, therefore, that all lives are equally wmthless. As Aristotle puts 
it, fire bums the same here and in Persia, but everywhere the just and unjust 
change. Therefore, we might suppose, nothing is humanly just, nothing naturally 
or truly just. 

What is at issue here we may call the ethnic problem of ethics. This must be 
distinguished from two other problems, related but distinct, which do not interest 
us here. We might call one the super-ethnic problem, the contest, from age to 
age, between the ethics of individual aesthetics and the ethics of communal 
utility. Nietzsche describes this as the distinction between the aristocratic cate
gories of good and bad (which is to say, the noble and ignoble) and the democratic 
categories of good and evil (the beneficial and the dangerous). Since both the 
aristocratic and the democratic appeals to excellence are nevertheless commu
nally conveyed, we are not here concerned with the issue of whether human 
excellence consists primarily in transcending or serving the community. On the 
other hand, we are equally uninterested in what might be called the sub-ethnic 
problem, that modem short-circuit of serious discussion: "Who is to judge?" This 
problem is not the one of measures, but rather of their application. So, for 
example, Hobbes's moral rhetoric and seeming political necessity is founded 
upon the difficulty of reasoning with "inconstant names" such as good and evil, 
courage and rashness, fearfulness and wisdom. So Iris concern was with the 
difficulties of particular application, rather than with the origin and signification 
of the categmies themselves. Yet Hobbes quite deliberately imports a bias in 
favor of a peculiarly bourgeois catalogue of virtues into his characterization of 
the problem. In assuming the difficulty to lie primarily in the adjudication of the 
distribution of external goods, Hobbes seems to assume that felicity is not the 
result of the cultivation of certain qualities of character. In fact, even for Hobbes, 
one's happiness is derivative of one's character (and politics the cultivation of a 
common character), so that then the issue of an external judge is simply 
subordinate. 

Our problem here, the ethnic problem, is precisely the following disjunction: 
Virtually all peoples, at all times, assert that human fulfillment is to be found in 
the cultivation of particular qualities of character, but virtually no peoples, at any 
time, agree as to what those virtues should be. The aspiration seems natural but 
undefmed. The particular resolutions absorb all of our energies, yet seem 
arbitrary and conventional. Nevertheless, if being happy requires being a certain 
sort of person, our interest must lie in being that person truly, and not merely in 
common opinion. What we all seem to need, therefore, is some grasp of human 
nature, the substrata from which a constant impulse to excellence emerges, to 
find its expression in qualities popularly and seemingly umeasonably praised. 
Now it is with just this sort of argument that Aristotle begins the Nicomachean 
Ethics. In seeking our own grasp of this happy character, then, one good place 
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to begin is his account of human nature, not just because he is the founder of the 
science of natural excellence, but also because he does not seem to characterize 
excellences in quite the same way we do. 

Aristotle describes human excellence in terms of qualities of character, some 
of which are alien to us. But he does so in a manner attempting to be true to the 
natural experience of these qualities, explicatin!! them just as they are learned. 
So, to the extent to which he has been true tu the natural experience of such 
seemingly conventional qualities, we can use his account in seeking to return to 
what we might call the natural "text," presumed to underlie such "interpreta
tions," the specific grounds of human legislation and moral opinion. In the 
Nichomachean Ethics Aristotle maintains that, in some manner or other, human 
nature defmes the conditions of human happiness or fulflllment; all human 
actions seek to fulfill these conditions, most importantly the exercise of the 
virtues. These virtues are defined as certain "means between extremes," certain 
characteristic moderations of the passions, between excessive oveneactions and 
deficient undeneactions to particular, but typical, circumstances. To the extent 
to which humans realize such excellences, all else being equal, they are happy. 
Happiness is "doing well," and "doing well" is composed of doing (or being the 
sort of character who does) neither too much nor too little. In any brief schematic 
of Aristotle's ethics, everything said may be arguable, but nothing is overtly in 
violation of common sense. Anyone could agree to it, whether weaver or warrior. 
Yet, given the obvious cultural and historical diversity in values, we must think 
carefully how a natural aspiration to "be virtuous" can express itself in conven
tional categories, examining carefully the manner in which the knowledge of 
such things first comes into our expe1ience. For it is here that we might gain a 
glimpse of the "text," prior to its " interpretation," beginning less with the details 
and more with the manner in which this account is presented. Aristotle attempts 
to present human nature to us just as human nature presents itself to us, the nature 
of the text explaining the diversity of interpretation. 

II 

Aristotle is indeed attempting not merely to demonstrate the nature of human 
existence, but indeed to do so in a manner that recapitulates the natural way we 
come to understand the naturally human. This is most easily appreciated if we 
begin with the broad outline of Aristotle's account. On Aristotle's own account, 
the Ethics is divided into two parts.1 The discussion up to the end of Book VI is 
a kind of analytic of the multiplicity of human excellences. But Alistotle then 
goes on to begin Book VII by saying, "it is necessary to begin again." This is not 
an idle comment. Sufficient evidence of this is provided by observing how very 
different is the whole character of the second part of the Ethics, from Book VII 
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to Book X. On the one hand, the first half of the Ethics consists of a highly 
technical enumeration of the moments of the soul as a multiplicity, single 
moments isolated within the continuous, workaday purposes and relations of life. 
The character of this first half is manifestly analytic and arguably most conven
tional in the qualities it considers: 

Book II 
nature, education 
habit, character 
pleasure, pain 
virtue 
the mean 
common extreme 

(By Inference) Virtues of the Rational: 

Habitually: 

Book IV 
liberality 
magnificence 
magnanimity 
? (ambition) 
? (temper) 
? (amiableness) 
? (truth) 
ready-wit 
shame 

BookV 
justice 
law 
fairness 
distribution 
rectification 
reciprocity 
city, family 
nature, law 
disposition 

Book ill 
voluntary/involuntary 
choice 
deliberation 
will 
means/ends 
courage } 
temperance Virtues of the 

Irrational(lll7b24) 

Reflexively: 

Book VI 
character and 

intellect 
art (habit, 1140a21) 
pmdence (habit, 1140b) 
intellect 
wisdom 
politics 
wisdom 
pmdence 

In contrast to the frrst part of the Ethics, the second part deals with broader 
themes, in a more sweeping though equally concrete manner. Book VII considers 
inner strength and pleasure. Books VIII and IX form a seemingly relaxed and 
rambling discussion of friendship. Book X returns to the subject of pleasure and 
then considers the form of happiness as being contemplation. As a unit, this 
second half of the Ethics lacks the catalogue-like satisfaction of the first half. To 
repeat, Alistotle signals the beginning of the second half of the Ethics with the 
announcement that it is necessary to "begin again." If we are to suppose that this 
new introduction means what it says, the second half of the Ethics must somehow 
be a recapitulation of the frrst half, from Book I to Book VI. Needless to say, it 
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is not immediately apparent how this can be the case, as a cursory review of the 
various themes illustrates: 

BQQkVII BQokVIII BQQkiX BQQkX 
inner strength friendship, friendship, pleasure 
anger its elements its discrete happiness 
pleasure and species moments education 

It is important to understand the relationship between the first and the second 
half of the Ethics. Whatever else might be said about the Ethics, it may certainly 
be said that Aristotle means to ground his ethikeor "study of character" upon the 
facts. What is at issue, though, is the nature of the facts to which he is appealing. 
In the first instance, and quite explicitly, the facts of virtue to which he points 
are indeed opinions ( endoxa), "if possible all" opinions, concerning the nature 
of excellence and happiness (114 5b4). Indeed, in first introducing the notion that 
the science of human good must begin from the facts, Aristotle says- and this 
is important- that "the known" has two meanings, "what is known to us" and 
"what is knowable in itself." "Perhaps," he says, "it is proper to start from what 
is known to us" (1 095b2-4 ). So, understanding the conventional is a prerequisite 
of the discovery of the natural. 2 

In order to understand Aristotle's peculiar catalogue of virtues (and, perhaps, 
the nature of such catalogues, per se), it may be necessary to understand his 
distinction between what is first in the order of expe1ience and what is flrst in 
the order of being, a distinction akin to that of modem phenomenology, between 
what is foreground and what is background in experience. (There is, however, 
an important inadequacy in this comparison, which we shall have to consider at 
the end of this discussion.) As the first six books of the Ethics precede the last 
four, it may be reasonable to suppose that the first half considers what are fust 
for us-conventional valuations-and the last half what is first in itself-natural 
fulfillment. But before pursuing this suggestion, we must be warned of two 
things. First, facts which are not frrst in tl1emselves nevertheless remain facts. 
Though such valuations may be first only in our experience, we can suppose 
neither that they cease to be important in our lives nor that they cease to be 
important simply.3 To cite a smaller example of the larger problem: just because 
we are assured that justice (discussed in the flrst half) and friendship (consid
ered in the second) are concerned with the same things, and, further, that 
friendship is more essential than justice, we cannot simply assume that the 
conventions of justice are irrelevant to understanding the nature of friendship, 
nor inconsequential especially to the cultivation of our own. Second, we must 
beware of confusing the description of an experience with the attempt to define 
it. Aristotle's ethical science is most famous for its definition of virtue as a "mean 
between extremes," feeling and acting upon the various passions in various 
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manners which are "just the 1ight amount." There are indeed various sorts of 
problems involved in understanding just how this whole notion of "the mean" 
works out in different sorts of circumstances.4 Still, prior to laying out the various 
paradoxes inherent in this formulation of the nature of virtue, we must first see 
clearly the manner of its experience. 

Aristotle provides suggestions for understanding the manner in which these 
preliminary facts of moral science are facts. Having said that "it is necessary to 
begin again" (at the start of Book VII), he goes on to say, "the states of character 
to be avoided are . .. " (1145al5). The locution is strange. Whereas in Book I 
Aristotle had begun his whole discussion with the desirability of seeing our 
target, he has now begun again by speaking of avoiding our degradation. But this 
is not the first time he has spoke of avoiding vice rather than seeking virtue. 
When previously introducing the topic of justice, Aristotle said: 

it is not the same with dispositions as with sciences and faculties. It seems that 
the same faculty or science deals with opposite things, but a disposition or 
condition which produces a certain result does not also produce the opposite 
results ... Hence, sometimes the nature of one of two opposite dispositions is 
inferred from the other ... (1139a12-19) 

Within the context of the opening lines of Book VII ("the states of character 
to be avoided are ... "), we must attend carefully to the assertion, "sometimes 
the nature of one of two opposite dispositions is infeued from the other." What 
is at issue here is the manner in which the founding facts of ethical science are 
first in our experience, for only then (Aristotle maintains) can we begin to make 
sense of the facts which are first in themselves. To some extent, the identification 
of virtues as points on continua of "more and less" seems almost obvious, yet it 
begs the question of the nature of the continuum. Thus we cannot suppose that 
we understand even this obvious experience. In what manner does Aristotle most 
often characterize those objects which are frrst in our experience? 

III 

Of the eight moral virtues presented in Book IV, Aristotle goes out of his way 
to tell us that half of them have no common names, although the vices have 
names. The first three virtues enumerated, the rare qualities of liberality, mag
nificence, and magnanimity, do have names attached to them. But then Aristotle 
turns to virtues less dependent upon fortunate circumstances. When next discuss
ing "the nameless middle disposition in regard to honor," Aristotle says, "com
pared with ambition, it appears lack of ambition, and compared with lack of 
ambition, it appears ambition; compared with both, it appears to be both." He 
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then adds, enigmatically, "this seems to be true with the other virtues, also" 
(1125b21-25; cf. 1108b17). Next Aristotle considers the nameless virtue with 
regard to anger, the mean between the nameless vice of insufficiently enjoying 
anger and the proliferation of common vices consisting in the excessive enjoy
ment of anger. (As the timid know, it is not surplising that the deficiency has 
attracted little attention.) After this, he examines the nameless mean with regard 
to the pleasure of being pleasurable in company, a sort of friendly disposition 
between two pairs of named vices. The last of the nameless moral virtues is a 
kind of truthfulness with regard to one's own worth, the generally unmentioned 
mean between common boastfulness and rarer irony, such as that of which 
Socrates was accused. In this context, Aristotle provides the commentary which 
may serve to introduce the entire multiplicity of moral virtues, as a multiplicity: 
"It will be as well to discuss these unnamed excellences with the rest, since we 
shall better understand the things of character . . . and we will believe the virtues 
to be the mean between extremes ... " (1127a15-18). 

When we raise the question of whether moral virtue or vice is plimitive in 
our expelience, the evidence of these four unnamed virtues would suggest that 
the facts "known to us" (if not "first in themselves") are the facts of vice. This 
suggestion would be suppmted by the observation that Aristotle closes Book IV 
with a thematic discussion not of honor but of shame. 5 On the other hand, 
seemingly contrary to this line of thinking, it is indeed the case that, of the ten 
virtues identified as simply habitual (whatever that means), six of them most 
certain! y do have names. Yet we may already have the key for understanding this 
strange mixture of implicit and explicit virtues. That which commonly has a 
name .must comnwnly have attracted some attention. If, indeed, Aristotle's 
analytic of virtue is an explication of what is "known to us," then we must look 
for the manner in which the named virtues somehow protrude from the unex
amined fabric of life. We can begin to see this in the context of the two most 
irrational virtues, courage and temperance, for these two provide the paradigms 
of how excellence comes to our common attention. 

The moral virtues with common names are six: courage, temperance (both 
considered at the end of Book lli), liberality, magnificence, magnanimity, and 
(after the string of nameless virtues) ready-wittedness. With regard to courage 
and temperance, we must observe that they are conjoined with the discussion of 
choice and the voluntary in Book III. Certainly, some sufficient level of resis
tance to pleasures and pains must be the common possession of almost all human 
beings, if we are to be capable of choice; relatively few of us have ruined our 
capacity for choice by the excessive consumption of alcohol or other sorts of 
riotous living. Aristotle refers to courage and temperance as the "virtues of the 
irrational part" because, to some limited but sufficient extent, these must consti
tute the necessary preconditions of any degree of rational life, any life that is not 
simply swept by continual waves of fear and desire. A great insufficiency of 
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either (as distinct from a nmmal insufficiency) would imply a fall into uncon
scious viciousness (1150b36) or insanity (1148b25). But what then accounts for 
their being distinguished as virtues? In the case of courage, we must note that 
Aristotle's discussion revolves around the circumstances in which the virtue does 
manage to distinguish itself; and they are not the circumstances of every day. 
Extraordinmy courage is distinguished in extraordinary circumstances. On the 
other hand, the opposite might be said about temperance. However much some 
degree of temperance may necessarily be the common endowment of most 
people, its uncommon allotments are distinguished in a manner the obverse of 
that which distinguishes courage. As in the case of the nameless virtues, the 
discussion proceeds by means of inference from the relevant vices. Alistotle says 
that these vices - the vices that demonstrate a failure of temperance - are "not 
rare" (1118b21, 1119a35). Most humans may have a sufficiency, but only a 
sufficiency, of temperance. 

This cursory analysis of the two most primal moral virtues would suggest that 
they may become first distinguished in our experience - standing out as notice
able and enduring qualities adhering to our activities - either because they are 
expressed in rare circumstances, or because they are simply rare. illtimately, the 
first may be reducible to the second. Regardless, in our most immediate experi
ence, there does seem a distinction between what is seen only in rare circum
stances and what is seen rarely in normal circumstances. Turning from the 
habitual virtues of the "irrational part of the soul" (and, by inference, turning to 
the habitual virtues of the rational part), we cannot help noting that the distinc
tions of magnificence and magnanimity m·e, like courage, founded almost 
entirely in their circumstances. What distinguishes magnificence is precisely the 
rarity of tho:;;e who are in a position to be magnificent. The virtue itself may be 
rare; we may all be mistaken in thinking that we could do so much better with 
wealth than do the wealthy. Nevertheless, the virtue is first distinguished in our 
experience by the comparative rarity of great wealth itself. Magnanimity, too, is 
distinguished by circumstances. However much the public gravity of the mag
nanimous man may, indeed, point to something nobler and more divine, Aristotle 
spends a great deal of time in portraying the public demeanor of the magnani
mous man. And only someone hom into a distinguished family could get away 
with it. "So it is," he says, "that the gifts of fortune make men more great-souled, 
because their possessors are honored by some people" (1124a22-24). So much 
for the three virtues noticed on account of the rarity of the necessary circum
stances. 

With regard to the other three named virtues - temperance, liberality, and 
ready-wittedness -we have already noted that (more than the minimal) tem
perance stands out because it is uncommon. Unfortunately, the same might 
perhaps be said about liberality and ready-wittedness. 
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Virtues noticed 
in uncommon 
circumstances: 

courage 
magnificence 
magnanimity 

Virtues 
commonly 
unnoticed per se: 

of ambition 
of anger 
of friendliness 
of truthfulness 

Virtues noticed 
because uncommonly 
possessed: 

temperance 
liberality 
ready-wit 
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In attempting to come to grips with the nature of the facts upon which moral 
science depends, we are now confronted with the possibility that what is first in 
human experience is either vice or virtue distinguished, in one way or another, 
by its rarity. We must now be careful in attempting to understand what this might 
mean. We are not permitted to conclude that the vicious is somehow the statistical 
nonn in human life. Even if this were true, the statistical question would be 
irrelevant to the question of the ontological status of what Aristotle is calling 
"common" or "most authoritative" opinions about human excellence. Even if it 
were true that virtue is distinguished by rarity, this fact itself would force us to 
consider a strange possibility: While the repositors of "common opinion," 
"average people," may habitually "cross over the lines," yet they somehow 
recognize the sorts of lines over which they cross. Even if vices are recognized 
only in the case of others, yet they are recognized. 6 The statistical question aside, 
we must assume, from the fact of the perception of vice, that virtue or the 
principle of virtue is somehow the implicit ground of our experience, against 
which the vicious stands out in relief. The final goal of understanding would be 
tlris unexamined background of experience, the whole "knowable in itself," the 
naive presumption of integrity from which protrude noticeably peculiar in
commodities of character. 

IV 

The very notion of a systematic enquuy into the facts of human excellence 
must suppose that its objects are really present but not explicit in human activity. 
One might doubt whether common opinion, immersed in the facts of its own 
violations, might provide sufficient evidence for the rarest and noblest attain
ments of the human. Still, Alistotle would have us begin with "what is known to 
us." In studying the human, us "real things" and our qualities, we are attempting 
to articulate the workings of a complex whole in something real. And real things 
are always (as Merleau-Ponty put it) "hiding sides of themselves behind them
selves." The difficulty with studying a "natural whole" - a whole in which all 
the parts are hidden, so to speak- is that, when it is working properly, we cannot 
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tell what the parts are. As Durkheim said (The Division of Labor), we must study 
pathology in order to understand physiology. We never understood what the 
spleen or liver or any other organ did until we watched them fail, one by one. 
The same procedure seems to be at work in the world of Platonic philosophic 
psychology: The enigmatic figure of Socrates is shown constantly conversing 
with the vicious, the self-indulgent, and the silly, so that Plato never shows him 
speaking with a Plato or a Xenophon. The simplicity of goodness or its "integ
rity," like the surface simplicity of physical health, is necessarily unrevealing of 
its underlying preconditions. Had Plato shown Socrates conversing with another 
as simple as himself, little of the topography of the soul would have been 
revealed. Case studies of the pathogenic are necessary. So if Alistotle means to 
suggest that the vices are the flrst things commonly known to human beings, then 
he is in fact demonstrating common opinion's adequacy in providing the begin
nings of an objective (if incomplete) science of human good. Just as physiology 
must then infer the complex, underlying conditions of apparently simple health 
from the results of pathology, it remains for moral psychology to "re-assemble," 
then, the complex moments of moral integrity. 

The moral virtues are first distinguished in our experience as our (or someone 
else's) not being swayed unduly by the pleasures and pains adhering to our daily 
activities. So much are such qualities necessarily distinguished in common 
experience that Aristotle will say of restraint and unrestraint that they are "a 
matter of extremes as compared to the mass of mankind" (1152a25). If this is so, 
then the status of the moral virtues comes into question, not concerning "whether 
they are" - for Aristotle carefully maintains their objective status in the realm 
of common opinion- but rather most importantly "the manner of their being," 
what sorts of things they are.7 Consider again the analogy between habitual and 
physical health. To speak of the moral virtues as distinguished in our experience 
on the basis of the pervasiveness of vice, is like speaking of the many facets of 
healthiness. On the basis of our common experience of liver failure, heart trouble, 
and stomach ache, we can speak of health "in general" as having a healthy liver, 
a strong heart, and a quiet stomach. But what is somehow presupposed by this 
naive account is the successful working of the whole. The body may fail in detail, 
but, after all, it lives in unison. The attempt to catalogue the health of the body 
in te1ms of its myriad functions would be both practically and theoretically futile, 
first because of the almost inexhaustible possibilities for dysfunction, and second 
because such cataloguing fails to address the question of the function of the 
whole. It remains the case that, pre-reflectively, we experience the health of the 
body as the peacefulness of those particular functions which might commonly 
trouble us. For a mailman, typically, physical health resides in the feet; for a 
scholar, in the bowels. What is unnoticed by both, though "first in itself," is the 
underlying working of the whole, prior and presupposed. 
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The whole of health is the background, the presupposition within which the 
daily, explicit (and inexhaustible) analytic of health takes place, within which 
the particular maladies are identified. In like manner, within the realm of activity, 
the multiplicity of particular habits, virtues and vices, is itself identified within 
the context of a generally unexamined purposiveness of daily life, the whole 
defined by our pleasures, our exercises of restraint, our friendships, and our 
objects of contemplation (themes of the second half of the Ethics). Having said 
just so much, we may already go beyond a superficial reading of the relationship 
between the virtues and happiness, one which supposes that the virtues them
selves are somehow discrete qualities. One reading of Aristotle's distinction 
between the moral and intellectual virtues -which reading might loosely be 
called Averroist8 -is to suppose that there is a simple separation between the 
habitually animal and the divinely intellectual. But Aristotle's distinction be
tween the habitual and the intellectual would not bear out any such hypothetical 
separation. For one thing, only courage and temperance are presented as virtues 
of the irrational "part" of the soul. What is more, the habitual virtues are presented 
in an order which demonstrates their increasingly residing "in speech" (as with 
the virtue of "ready-wittedness" (1128b5-9). Difficulties in understanding the 
relationship between the "moral" and the "intellectual" are mitigated if we 
suppose that what are being defmed are rather characteristic manners in which 
the implicit integrity of the soul- an integrity prior to the distinction between 
moral and intellectual - becomes disrupted. Moral virtues are then understood 
as avoidances of disruption, characteristic manners in which "integrity" ex
presses itself in concrete practices. The rationality of the moral is merely implicit. 
Yet it is a lived realization of a rationality, a "ratio" of those (at least originally) 
natural passions, which are the substance of any real "integrity." 

v 

There are many possible applications, to reading of the whole of the Ethics, 
of the supposition that the multiplicity of particular qualities consists merely of 
explicit, accidental attributes of an implicit whole. For example, one might 
compare Aristotle's discussion of anger in Book IV with his discussion of it in 
Book VII; the discussion in the second half of the Ethics encourages a relaxation 
of the distinction between the habitual and the intellectual. But it is in the 
comparison of the discussions of justice (in Book V) with that of friendship (in 
Books VIII and IX) that we can exemplify most clearly the notion tlmt the 
experientially · discrete virtues and vices presuppose an implicit continuity or 
integral purposiveness of the soul. Aristotle deliberately begins the discussion of 
justice (Book V) with the manner in which justice is first experienced: as "the 
law," the civic universe of the right and wrong. But he quickly moves the 
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discussion of justice to "the particular sense" of injustice, which concerns the 
pleasure of "getting the better" of others. That narrow sense of justice, inferred 
from this, is "being fair," being pleased to be fair. Aristotle then plunges us into 
a discussion overgrown with mathematics and distinctions between the distrib
utive, the rectificatory, the reciprocal, and the political. Here it is easy to lose 
sight of the forest for the tTees. The net effect of the discussion as a whole is to 
narrow the scope of justice. In the narrow sense of the term, justice becomes an 
attribute which surfaces only within an already given state of affairs. When 
Aristotle eventually concludes "what justice is," he is discussing "the bond which 
holds together communities" (1132b31), the raw urge to return harm for harm 
and good for good (1133b29).9 Aristotle's narrowing of the scope of justice 
arrives at the fundamental assertion that men come into a relationship of justice 
already in possession of"their own." What is given and presupposed before the 
experience of injustice, is the experience of what is already "one's own." 

When inquiring into the nature of justice and "one's own," we must beware 
of the temptation to consider the habitual simply as brutish. The common 
presupposition of "one's own" is certainly not identical to brute appetitiveness. 
Aside from the obvious fact that the recognition of "one's own" entails recogni
tion of "another's" (so that justice also involves returning good for good), the 
experience of "one's own" is necessarily an operation of the intellect. Unlike a 
merely desired object, "one's own" inhabits a permanent niche within the ordered 
continuity of one's life; think simply of our gardens, our studies, and our friends. 
"One's own" goods are particular and substantial realizations of one's acting 
reasonably in the world, comparable to one's own utterance of a word within the 
ordered intention of a meaningful sentence. Yet, to repeat, thi s context of life is 
presupposed, just as the operations of (conventional) justice presuppose an 
unexamined context of personal and political friendships. That this context is 
typically unexamined is suggested by the extent to which young children 
complain about ("thematize") the injustices of their playmates, without mention 
of their constancy, or the extent to which citizens dwell upon the injustices of 
their fellows without impugning their patriotism. 

In the much later discussion of friendship in the second part of the 
Nicomachean Ethics (Books VIII and IX), Aristotle observes that justice and 
friendship are "about the same things and in the same circumstances." He states 
that "where there is ftiendship, there is no need for justice," and that "law-makers 
care more for friendship than justice." The topic of justice is never far from the 
discussion, until finally, paradoxically, he says: "the claims of justice increase 
with t11e nearness of friendship" (1159b25, 1155a23-26, 1160a8). In the prior 
discussion of justice, Aristotle had said that "there is no injustice, in the full sense, 
towards what is one's own" (1134b10). Yet "justice can exist only between free 
and equal- arithmetically or analogically equal- people, sharing a common 
life" (1134a26-31). Tins constant recurrence of the theme of justice in the 
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discussion of friendship (where, seemingly, it is not needed) should forestall our 
thinking of friends as a simple unity, when we say that fi.iends have a life in 
common. Friends cannot be absorbed into a single life, in the same sense in which 
a slave lives the life of his master. There cannot be justice where there is a 
relationship of identity; but, at the same time, there must be something pre
supposed, a context, if there is to be the possibility of injustice (and, by inference, 
justice). This context is, in the broadest sense, fi.iendship. Friendship is this 
"having a life in common," sharing any of the many facets of life. It might be 
said that justice treats analytically (and injustice actually divides) what is, in 
friendship, a synthesis of some sort. Tins same relationship obtains, we argue, 
between the first and second parts of the Nichomachean Ethics itself. 

We may now be in a position to see more easily how it might be that our 
understanding of virtue is founded upon a nature common to all human beings 
at all times, while, nevertheless, different peoples at different times have different 
accounts of what constitutes the multiplicity of human excellences. The relation
ship between a myriad of human virtues and human happiness is in fact best 
exemplified by the relationship between different codes of justice and friendship. 
We may be mystified by the code of the samurai, but there is something instantly 
recognizable in his loyalty. However incomprehensible the justice, the friendship 
is immediately intuited, so much so that we ignore The Magnificent Seven for 
the sake of The Seven Samurai, for the sake of seeing the same friendship 
enfolded in a different analysis of propriety, marking the limits of the permissible 
in fuendship. We may, for example, be mystified by the range of excellences 
displayed in the Iliad, but Homer will also show us, beneath the glitter, quiet 
excellences attracting little popular notice, and even more: beneficence, counsel, 
loyalty, recognizable traits made possible by the avoidance of even foreign vices. 

VI 

Alistotle maintains that we must distinguish between what is "known to us" 
and what is "knowable in itself." This distinction is practicable, presumably, only 
if there is some relation between the two, some manner in which the first leads 
us to the second. Both conditions are satisfied if we suppose that what is first for 
us is the multiplicity of qualities and relations ("accidents") which constitute a 
kind of pathology of immediate experience; repeated experience of morbidity 
pe1mits us to build up a kind of discursive account of the "states of character to 
be avoided," constituting the many limits of a hypothetically singular health. But 
we must be yet clearer about what constitutes knowledge. Karl Popper, for 
example, might be considered an allied proponent of the notion of knowledge 
via pathology, as indicated by his notion of "falsification." But this reservation 
must be noted: For Popper, the only sort of account which counts as knowledge 
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is the sort of discourse, built up through a long series of disproved hypotheses, 
defining no more than the limits of the description of the observed. In short, 
Popper would give credence only to what Aristotle would call "known to us." 
But, in Aristotle's account, the definable limits of understanding nevertheless 
presuppose a prior, perhaps somewhat ineffable, presupposition of the whole, of 
the substance of that experienced. The discursive presupposes the intuited; 
episteme or science presupposes no us, understanding. 

Perhaps a better analogy to (what is claimed here to be) Aristotle's exegesis 
of our moral experience can be. found in the tradition of common law. Common 
law presupposes, and sees no need to define, a whole authoritative realm of 
obligations. A common, "natural," non-discursive understanding of one's real 
relation in the community -political friendship- is thought to be sufficient 
for the observance of the law, so that all who reside within the community are 
assumed to be bound by the law. Thus the judiciary is called upon to do no more 
than ascertain particular, often inventive and unpredictable transgressions of its 
limits, on the basis of this common presupposition. In short, common law too is 
a kind of discursive pathology, presupposing healthy physiology. Indeed, the 
encrustations of statute law themselves presuppose the broad and deep founda
tions of common law, whatever may be their Napoleonic pretensions. Again, the 
discursive presupposes the intuited. 

If it is the case that what is common to all humans, at all times and places, is 
their implicit aspiration to a culmination in practical integrity, friendship, and 
contemplation (the great themes of tl1e second half of the Ethics), tl1en we may 
also see how it can be that, at different times and places, different material 
circumstances can incite different sorts of degradation; then, of course, different 
tables of virtues would dominate. (Similarly, there are no worries about choles
terol among Eskimos.) Even more so, genuinely different regimes or cosmolo
gies can encourage a different emphasis upon particular virtues, cover others 
with a veneer of calculation, or ally virtues otherwise experienced as distinct 
(such as the Medieval commingling of courage and chastity that would have 
seemed initially bizarre, though ultimately comprehensible, to the Homeric 
Greek). Yet insofar as the primitive beginnings are common physiognomy, 
thence the universal necessity of courage and temperance. Insofar as our reason 
is not "pure," but that of a rational animal, our common aspiration is a kind of 
integral continuity of action and contemplation, in a context rich with friendship 
and intimations of the sublime. Thus the habitual and intellectual preconditions 
of happiness may differ in syntax, but not ultimately in semantics. Certainly, the 
various catalogues of virtue do not promote equally well the most sublime 
aspirations of human beings. Some perceptions of virtue arise in perverse and 
unchoiceworthy circumstances, some arise for the sake of survival and then 
linger beyond their immediate necessity. Others are the consequence of political 
fatigue or are imported from other times and places in a fit of fretful luxury. Yet 
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all become understandable as emblems of the avoidance of incomprehension and 
inconstancy. 

Does the explanation of the multitude of ethnic catalogues of virtues, as 
popular pathology, then, entail the conclusion that all such accounts are equally 
"valid," all equally appropriate to any particular people in their particular 
circumstances? No: human beings do strive for coherent accounts of their lives, 
but there is no reason to suppose that the activities so desclibed are truly coherent, 
or, for that matter, true to our common human potential. As embodied intellects, 
we are, as Scheler says, "condemned to metaphysics"; but we are bound also to 
action and tied, in a thousand ways, to appetite and pride, collectively no less 
than individually. There is no reason to suppose that any particular people is less 
prone to hypocrisy than any particular person. The issue of the evaluation of 
particular, popular accounts of virtue requires, of course, another, even longer 
discussion. Suffice it to say here that even neglected, suppressed, or corrupted 
natural purposes leave their traces in our self-depictions, so that collective 
self-deceit is revealed by the same evidence as individual self-deceit: inconsis
tency and incongruity. As Aristotle says about the importance of coherence: "all 
the facts (panta hyparchonta) harmonize (synadei) with anything true; with 
anything false, they quickly disagree" (1198bll). And, of course, however 
adequate any popular account, it remains possible that a more comprehensive 
and coherent explanation of virtue can be "concluded fmnly" (symperasmatos; 
b 10) from proper premises. 

Do we require, then, some sort of "method," in order to proceed from the 
local and conventional "pmts" of human morality, the virtues and vices, in 
proceeding to the universal and natural "whole" of fulfilled character? No: the 
recognition that somewhat accidental catalogues of qualities proceed from a kind 
of implicit popu1ar pathology does not, in itself, constitute a methodological 
transcendence of that popular experience, since that expedence is itself the object 
of inquiry. Em·lier, a compruison was made between these notions of "explicit 
parts" and "implicit wholes," and the phenomenological notions of"foreground" 
and "background." Yet, as was hinted earlier, this comparison will not stand up 
for long. "Methods" (such as the phenomenological or structuralist) must con
ceive of themselves as universal (if not "natural") tools, because they are thought 
to be proceeding from someplace accidental (an "ideological" foreground) to 
someplace else equally accidental (a class or ethnic background). For Aristotle, 
though, universality is to be found in the thing itself, in the immediate experience 
of the thing. The application of explicit categories of qualities follows upon the 
immediate intuition (noesis) of "what sort of thing it is," the species of the thing 
of which the qualities are to be assessed. 10 So Aristotelian moral philosophy may 
proceed from the local and conventional, but it looks directly to the universal 
and natural, just because the local and conventional itself has already proceeded 
from an immediate (if nondiscursive) apprehension of a human as human. For 
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this very reason, Aristotle's "categories" are just that: kat' agora, definitions 
"according to the marketplace," which definitions, collated and refined, consti
tute the most reliable evidence of qualities implicit in the first, most immediate 
experience of the human as embodying a specific telos or end, being of the 
species. 

We cannot close this discussion, however, without paying some obligatory 
attention to the ruling paradox of Aristotle'sNicomachean Ethics as a whole, the 
issue of the relationship between the practical and the contemplative life. 
Aristotle expends nine-tenths of the Ethics on the examination of the cultivation 
of practical excellence, and concludes nevertheless, in the last half-book of the 
treatise, that happiness lies in contemplation. One is tempted to suppose that 
practical excellence somehow constitutes the means, of which contemplation
or, at least, that smt of contemplation which is happiness - is the end. Still, 
Aristotle does say that the life of contemplation is something nobler, more divine, 
and (curiously) "separated from" (chorismenos; 1178a22) the life of practical 
activity_ll The hypothesis of our discussion here has been that the virtues, on 
Aristotle's account, are experienced not as the workings of discrete entities, but 
rather as discrete expressions of a single entity. This assumption of unity is again 
brought into question, however, if the distinction between the practical and the 
contemplative moments is taken as absolute. 

Certainly our common experience calls for some sort of distinction between 
the active and the contemplative, but, however separated the activities, a question 
remains concerning the unity of the knowing subject. This discussion has tended 
to the conclusion that, in experience, "parts" are explicit, while "wholes" are 
implicit, that habits constitute the elements from which character is, in a sense, 
inferred. The relationship drawn between the explicit and the implicit is analog
ical: 

action : habit:: purposes (loyalties) : life 

Yet even as each life is an implicit whole, of which particular habits are the 
explicit parts, so are particular lives the explicit parts of which the cosmos is the 
implicit whole. It may be the case that the activity of living life is distinct from 
the activity of contemplating the cosmos; yet if om access to the cosmos is by 
analogizing from om lives, then our access to truth in contemplation may be by 
means of goodness of character. Fortunately, this must be the concern of a 
different discussion. 
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NOTES 

1. All citations within the text are to the Bekker numbers of the passage in 
Aristotle, The Nicomachean Ethics. For the most part, the translation are 
those of H. Rackham in the Loeb Classical Library (London: Heineman, 
1975), but there have been many emendations. Of course, none of the 
argument here hinges upon the division of the text into particular books and 
chapters. 

2. The order of the Ethics recapitulates the order of De Anima in the following 
sense: after the "literature review" of De Anima I, Aristotle then presents 
an account of the soul from "the outside," as an external observer might 
apprehend the many qualities of the vegetative, the sensitive, the locomo
tive, and so on, unified only by their "locus." In Book III, he then moves to 
the "inside," presenting the experiential unity of the "substantial soul" (to 
borrow a Thomism), as signaled by his moving from the "sensitive" to 
"sensation." If this be so, then issues like the causality of the "agent 
intellect" require first adequate description as moments rather than as 
"things." See De Anima 427b25. See also S. H. Rosen, "Thought and 
Touch," in Phronesis LXI, 2 (1961), p.134, for an example of why the third 
book of De Anima ought not to be considered self-sufficient. 

3. Harry V. Jaffa, Thomism and Aristotelianism (Chicago: University of Chi
cago Press, 1955), p.114. 

4. It must be repeated that this discussion is the attempt simply to recount 
Aristotle's account of the nature of the experience of moral virtue. It is not 
the purpose of this discussion to defend, for example, the problematic 
formula that virtues are "means between extremes." For a fair account of 
the problems, see L. A. Kosman, "Being Properly Affected," in Essays in 
Aristotle's Ethics, ed. Amelie 0. Rorty (Los Angeles: University of Califor
nia Press, 1980), p. 103. Virtues are either "how we feel" or "how we act in 
the face of our feelings," or both. Ultimately, this difficulty requires the 
distinction between "natural" virtue and "true" (reflective) virtue. 

5. Indeed, Aristotle never engages in a thematic discussion of honor as such; 
he begins to uncover its inner meaning only in the discussion of benevolence 
in Book IX. As regards the experiential priority of vice, consider the strange 
case of "unnatural vices," habits which are "not naturally pleasant" 
(1148b15).1t is perhaps first in such cases that we begin to notice our habits 
as such. Compare 1124b10 with 1167b17. 

6. See Aristotle's observation at 1150b35, that vice is unconscious, while 
unrestraint is conscious. The same may be true as well for v irtue, so that, if 
Socrates wishes to examine the "influence of character upon understand
ing," he may be compelled to interrogate those more "definable" than 
himself (1127b26). 

7. As Aristotle says, his argument with the Platonists is not whether there are 
ideas, but their "manner of being." There is nothing to be gained by 
postulating the being of ideas unless "there is to be in them some principle 
which can cause change" (Metaphysics 1071b). Among "changes" is "com
ing to know." 
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8. Fortunately, this discussion cannot address the issue of Averroism in the 
history of Aristotelian philosophy; it is sufficient to indicate its endurance. 
Gossip has it that Jacob Klein, of St. John's College, referred to himself as 
an Averroist, since he, of course, understood the implications of his own 
words about Aristotle: "If the world need not thus be duplicated [as Ideas], 
there is indeed another duplication, an unavoidable duplication, which
ultimately, perhaps- threatens the integrity of Aristotle's philosophizing: 
the bifurcation in the direction in which the eidos works." ("Aristotle, an 
Introduction," in Ancients and Moderns, ed. Joseph Cropsey [New York: 
Basic Books, 1964], p.61; reprinted in Jacob Klein: Lectures and Essays, 
ed. Robert B. Williamson and Elliott Zuckerman [Annapolis, Md: St.John's 
College Press, 1985].) If one conceives of Mind as indifferent to instances, 
then the eide may cohere within The No us, but must be independent in their 
being "at work" within each thing. One might suppose that we face a real 
moral dilemma, then, whether to be good replicas of generated and gener
ating animals, or poor replicas of an apathetic intellect. Yet one might 
hesitate before assuming that God is such an Epicurean. For an alternative 
principle, see Summa Theologica I, Q.19, art.2: " ... every agent, insofar as 
it js perfect and in act, [re]produces its like" (Pegis edition). 

9. It is easy to give an excessively cynical reading of the whole discussion of 
reciprocity; see Joseph Cropsey, Political Philosophy and the Issues of 
Politics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977), p.264. 

10. The problem here is not unlike that addressed by Joseph Owens, in his 
excellent article, "The Self in Aristotle," Review of Metaphysics 41 (June 
1988): 707-22. As Owens points out, there is no "self" in Aristotle's account, 
at least not much of one. There is only "the man himself," as a particular 
instance of the species. We all intuit others immediately as members of our 
species; and we then attach (somewhat conventional) predicates to them. 
But qualities that do not adhere to them as species-members are quite 
literally "accidents"; to the extent to which we become fulfilled members 
of the species, we become identical. Thus Aristotle does not seem much 
inclined to consider the "person" as a species of one, as seems to be implied 
by the Christian and post-Christian notions. For the Christian, one's unique 
history and function within the Mystical Body of Christ elevates the unique 
"self" above the species, while, for the modern, one's personal history is 
ennobled by default, with the denigration of any notion of species-comple
tion. However inadequately "impersonal" may be Aristotelian teleology (C. 
N. Cochrane argues, Christianity and Classical Culture [New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1957]), still, we must not forget that for Aristotle, the 
things which "are," in the fullest sense of the word, are the tode ti, the "that 
thing right there." The "man himself' has being, "is," in a fuller sense than 
"man." In any event the concern of this discussion is the far less weighty, 
epistemological issue of the nature of the experience of the "predicates" that 
we attach to particular "selves." 

11. Leo Strauss, Natural Right and History (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1971), pp. 157-61. 



All Shallows Are Clear: 
Home's Reading of Cervantes 
Thomas Scally 

In his essay "Of the Standard of Taste" Hume appeals to a passage from 
Cervantes's Don Quixote to illustrate what he calls delicacy of taste. He does so 
on the conviction that there is a "great resemblance between mental and bodily 
taste" and in the hope that the story will help explain why so few are able to feel 
the proper sentiment of beauty. In addition he explains his use of the story as an 
instance of his concern "not to draw our philosophy from too profound a source." 
Hume also extends the significance of his treatment of the story (p. 11) to a 
consideration of the general rules of beauty and suggests that the problems 
surrounding the beauties of good writing and good reading can be conceived in 
the same way. The real purpose in presenting the story is to exemplify how access 
to a standard of taste is possible. 

In this paper we will do three things: (1) examine Hume's use ofthe example 
from Don Quixote; (2) try to determine the extent to which the example discloses 
Hume's notion of a standard; (3) finally, speculate somewhat on how Hume's 

Thomas Scally is a Tutor at St. John's College, Santa Fe. This essay was delivered as 
a lecture at the College in Santa Fe in March, 1990. All citations in the text refer to the 
editions listed at the end of the essay. 
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conception of a standard causes us to re-think the philosopher's relation to 
literature. 

I. The Example 

Home's version of the story from Don Quixote runs as follows (pp. 10-11): 

It is with good reason, says Sancho to the squire with the great nose, that I 
pretend to have a judgment in wine: this is a quality hereditary in our family. 
Two of my kinsmen were once called to give their opinion of a hogshead, 
which was supposed to be excellent, being old and of good vintage. One of 
them tastes it, considers it; and, after mature reflection, pronounces the wine 
to be good, were it not for a small taste of leather which he perceived in it. 
The other, after using the same precautions, gives also his verdict in favor of 
the wine; but with the reserve of a taste of iron, which he could easily 
distinguish. You cannot imagine how much they were both ridiculed for their 
judgment. But who laughed in the end? On emptying the hogshead, there was 
found at the bottom an old key with a leathern thong tied to it. 

Sancho's version of the story runs as follows (pp. 614-15): 

"Trust me in that," said Sancho. "I knew I'd make a successful guess as to 
where it came from. Would you believe me, sir, when I tell you that I've such 
a great natural instinct in testing wines that no sooner do I smell one of them 
than I tell its country, its kind, its flavor and age, the changes it will undergo, 
and every detail concerning the wine. But you needn't wonder, for I've had 
in my family, on my father 's side, the two finest wine tasters La Mancha has 
known for many a long year, and to prove what I'm saying I'll tell you what 
happened to them. They were both given wine from a cask to try, and they 
were asked their opinion about its condition, quality, goodness and badness. 
One of them tasted it with the tip of his tongue, the other did no more than 
hold it to his nose. The first said that the wine tasted of iron; the second that 
it had a flavor of cordovan leather. The owner decla1·ed that the cask was clean, 
and that the wine had no blending that could have imparted a taste of iron or 
leather. Notwithstanding this, the two famous wine tasters stuck to their point. 
Time went by, the wine was sold, and when the cask was cleaned, a small key 
was found in it hanging to a cordovan thong. Consider now whether one who 
comes from such a stock is able to give an opinion in such matters." 

Prior to citing this example Home acknowledges that beauty and deformity 
are not qualities in objects, but belong to the sentiment of the perceiver. In this 
respect he is at one with the outright subjectivism which he challenges early 
(p. 6) in the essay. He parts company with the non-disputers of taste when he 
asserts that there are discoverable qualities in objects which produce these 
particular sentiments. For example, the leather and the key in Sancho's story 
cause a discernable quality in the wine. Home's general point about delicacy is 
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then easily seen: When such qualities are present only in a small degree it requires 
very delicate taste to detect them. Sancho's kinsmen have delicacy of taste in a 
literal (bodily) sense because they are able to detect the minute quantities of iron 
and leather imparted to the wine by the key and the thong. If the organs of taste, 
whether bodily (literal) or mental (metaphorical), are such as to allow nothing 
to escape them and also comprehensive enough to perceive every ingredient 
(p. 11 ), we then say that someone so endowed has delicacy of taste. Having said 
this, Hume reminds us that in such a situation the general rules of beauty are of 
use, these rules having been derived from established models, models where 
certain features have been calculated to please or displease (p. 9). 

To produce these general rules or avowed patterns of composition, is like 
finding the key with the leathern thong, which justified the verdict of Sancho's 
kinsmen. (p. 11) 

Without such evidence it would be much more difficult to prove the superiority 
of the taste of Sancho's kinsmen over that of others. When the rule, the standard 
of taste, is as evident as the leather and the key, then such a judgment is readily 
confirmed. Even if the cask of wine had not been opened to reveal the cause of 
the wine's qualities, still, says Hume, the taste of Sancho's relatives would remain 
superior and more delicate, though not justified by proof. In the same way, Hume 
claims, had the beauties of writing not been reduced to general principles, it 
would be harder to silence the bad critic, yet the judgment of the most delicate 
taste would still be preferable . 

. . . a quick and acute perception of beauty and deformity must be the 
perfection of our mental taste; nor can a man be satisfied with himself while 
he suspects that any excellence or blemish in a discourse has passed him 
unobserved. (p.l2) 

Without making self-satisfaction our aim, we will adopt this sort of require
ment as our provisional standard for reading Hume's discourse. We do so in order 
to draw from our recognition of his strengths and weaknesses a more complete 
notion of our own relation to Hume. 

Hume treats the story from Quixote as one element in his attempt to persuade 
us that it is lack of delicacy, and not mere difference of taste, which prevents so 
many from feeling the proper sentiment of beauty. By listening to Sancho's story, 
we, like those imaginary judges who appear in Hume's re-telling, yet, oddly 
enough, not in the original story, are to be persuaded that the notion of delicacy 
applies to mental as well as bodily taste. Yet the story Hume recounts is not the 
story Sancho tells; or, perhaps better, Hume's re-telling of Sancho's story reveals 
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some flavors whose causes are unclear. Let us notice some of the differences 
which show not only that Hume does not perceive all the ingredients in the 
composition, but that he even adds some of his own. In the collection of 
differences we are indirectly introduced to a problem that will torment us later, 
namely, the difference between the delicate and the picky; or, more accurately, 
we encounter the first hints of delicacy's need to restrain itself from simply 
making lists. 

(1) First on the list, notice that Hume claims that the wine given to the kinsmen 
was "supposed to be excellent, being old and of good vintage." Unfortunately, 
the only one who supposes this is Hume, since the story Sancho tells merely says 
they were given wine from a cask. Although admittedly unlikely, it may even be 
bad wine. 

(2) Next, notice that Hume says that one of the kinsmen "tastes it, considers 
it; and after mature reflection, pronounces the wine to be good, were it not for a 
small taste of leather which he perceived in it." There are at least three discrep
ancies here: 

(a) Sancho says that he first "tested it with the tip of his tongue"; we might 
say that the first, according to Sancho, tasted it very delicately, but hardly 
that he acts as Hume describes. 
(b) The first kinsman does not pronounce the wine to be either good or 
bad, but merely states that it has a certain taste. 
(c) Further, Hume has, as you may have noticed, confused the two 
kinsmen. He claims that the first reports that the wine tasted of leather, yet 
the first kinsman in Sancho's story is the one who reports that it tasted of 
iron, not leather. 

(3) Further, of the second kinsman in Sancho's story we are told that he did 
not actually taste the wine at all, but merely held it to his nose. Yet Hume tells 
us that the second takes "the same precautions" as the first before he, too, 
pronounces in favor of the wine with the reservation that it tastes of iron. Having 
noticed that these "same precautions" were Hume's invention in the first place, 
we now notice that their repetition is equally imaginary. The second kinsman is 
also more guarded than the first in that he reports that the wine has the "flavor" 
of leather although he has not really tasted it. He does not act like the frrst at all, 
because he uses his nose rather than his tongue and then infers from this how the 
wine would taste if it were tasted. So the second is even more "delicate" than the 
frrst in that he can judge on the basis of one sense what another sense will 
perceive. We might observe that a splendid opportunity to deepen the notion of 
delicacy is here utterly missed by Hume because he imagines the kinsmen to be 
alike. In addition, the second kinsman also does not report that he likes the wine 
or that it is good, but only reports that it has the flavor of leather without literally 
tasting it at all. 
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(4) At the tisk of being even more "picky" in our analysis of Hume's reading 
of Don Quixote, we might also notice that Hume claims that the two kinsmen 
were ridiculed for their opinion, yet Sancho says no such thing, but merely 
reports that their judgment was verified when the cask was sold, not as Hume 
says "emptied." Nor does Sancho say that the key which was found was old, but 
only that it was small (here another opportunity to elaborate the notion of 
delicacy is missed by Hume). In addition, Hume totally omits the fact that the 
kinsman who reported the leather taste (his first, Sancho's second) also says what 
type of leather it was, i.e., cordovan leather. Here again, Hume misses more 
evidence for his own claims; in fact, this "not too profound a source" seems to 
support Hume's description of delicacy in more ways than he notices. We now 
begin to wonder if the overlooking of his own best examples might be the result 
of some unnoticed feature of Hume's relation to his own standard for reading 
and the use of examples. 

(5) To complete our list, and perhaps render ourselves impossibly "picky," 
we also might notice that Hume overlooks, or considers unimportant, some of 
the surrounding context of Sancho's story. Granted that he wants to use the story 
for his own purposes, several of these contextual details recommend a slightly 
different attitude than Hume's own with respect to the story. 

(a) Sancho tells this story after having taken a wine skin and "pressed it 
to his mouth and remained gazing at the stars for a quarter of an hour." 
What we have here, then, is a drinking story, no less an exaggeration than 
the earlier claims of the squire of the wood when he attempts to persuade 
Sancho that the epithet "whoreson" is a term of praise if it comes from 
one as versed in the language of compliments as he is. 
(b) Also the squire of the wood, to whom Sancho tells the story, is said by 
Hume to have a great nose (much as Sancho says the second kinsman's 
nose was great in another sense). We might wonder why Hume has noticed 
the squire's nose (which Sancho himself does not notice until dawn the 
next morning and in the next chapter) when he has failed to notice the 
even more significant nose of Sancho's kinsman. Hume notices a nose that 
is not yet there (Sancho tells this story in the dark) and yet fails to notice 
the nose that is there (p. 621). Further, the squire's large nose is really a 
fake, for after the joust, when he is revealed to be Sancho's neighbor, he 
removes it and puts it in his pocket. So not only has Hume noticed the 
wrong nose, but even the nose he has noticed is only the image of a nose. 
We might want to say here that it is merely the idea of an image of a nose. 
We might want to say here that it is merely the idea of a nose which has 
made an impression on Hume. 

Finally, even though he re-states it, Hume has missed the significance of the 
most glaring difference between Sancho's account and his later formulation of 
the theory of taste, namely, that Sancho claims his ability is ancestral, a matter 
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lineage rather than experience. Sancho may indeed be confusing heredity with 
extended practice here, but he does attribute his talent to a "natural instinct." 
Though we could lengthen our list of qiscrepancies, we may have already 
become fussy rather than delicate and so should end it here. 

Reflecting on our list, we see that Hume has done much the same to Sancho's 
story as he has done to the kinsman's nose, i.e., he has paid more attention to an 
image of the story than to the story itself. With his more refined notion of tasteful 
reading Hume may have given what to him is a more delicate version of the story, 
but he finally has not treated it delicately unless we construe delicacy with respect 
to reading to be a kind of re-writing of what is read. Modem literary criticism 
gets away with such feats but it is hard to imagine Hume in that company. What 
Hume is really doing is telling us how the story should have been; Hume does 
not notice that his reading prescribes things for the story in his very description 
of it. It is, indeed, surprising to find Hume mistaking what ought to be for what 
is! However, for our purposes this is really not so crucial, even if we took the 
time to detail all the ways Hume embarrasses himself in this essay, but it is 
important to notice that here we find what is weak about the notion of delicacy. 
InHume's inadvertent re-telling of what the story ought to be we discover that 
the desire to embellish is the weakness to which delicacy is most prone. Delicacy 
is tempted by the desire to see nwre than is there in its ambition to comprehend 
all that is there. It remains to be seen whether the same should be said of us. 

II. Hume's Notion of a Standard 

What primarily concerns us inHume's use ofthe story is not how indelicately 
he has treated it, but rather what conception of a standard we find arising from 
his comparison. We might justifiably be called "picky" or even "exhibitionist" 
in our emphasis on the discrepancies between Cervantes's and Hume's accounts 
of the story; indeed, a case can probably be made that Hume worked from a poor 
translation (or that we have) or that he worked from vague memory, not a reading, 
and so the smearing of details is irrelevant for his purposes. This last possibility, 
of course, would make sense only if we have a clear idea of what his purposes 
are, yet this is precisely what we still lack. One obvious reason to press this 
pickiness as far as possible is offered to us by Hume himself. After the example 
from Quixote, Hume says: 

In a like manner, though the beauties of writing had never been methodized, 
or reduced to general principles; though no excellent models had ever been 
acknowledged, the different degrees of taste would still have subsisted, and 
the judgment of one man been preferable to that of another; but it would not 
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have been so easy to silence the bad critic, who might always insist upon his 
particular sentiment and refuse to submit to his antagonist. (pp. 11-12) 

41 

Here we have the completion of the analogy between the tasting of wine and the 
reading of a text; in effect Hume is inviting us to judge not only his own essay 
but his reading of Quixote as well. If his claims about the standard are to have 
practical effect and not simply be speculation then we are required to test the 
standard by application; what better discourse to take as our example than that 
discourse which promotes delicacy in the first place? 

We have already noticed how incongruous it is for this misreading to occur 
in an essay which announces delicacy of taste as that situation 

where the organs are so fine as to allow nothing to escape them, and at the 
same time so exact as to perceive every ingredient in the composition .... 
(p.ll) 

Yet what we want to do here is not simply to challenge Hume, but also to question 
our own delicacy towards him. We suspect that someone who has read Quixote 
so freely might also have overlooked something in the standard of taste as well. 
Our close reading of Hume's example is meant to exemplify his view of the 
standard. Home, indeed, has been indelicate with Sancho's story, but has it also 
been indelicate of us, despite our intentions, to notice this mistreatment? Do we 
qualify as bad critics if we call Home on his indelicacy? We ask such questions 
of ourselves because we want our own discourse to meet Home's requirements 
even as it takes up these requirements as its topic. 

Hume says: 

When the critic has no delicacy, he judges without any distinction, and is only 
affected by the grosser and more palpable qualities of the object: the finer 
touches pass unnoticed and disregarded. (p. 17) 

To be guilty of such indelicacy as this would mean we had looked only at the 
"gross and more palpable" qualities of Home's essay; that is, the Quixote 
example itself must be understood to be one of those gross qualities. Hume's 
reading of Cervantes can evade our "picky" treatment if it can be viewed as one 
of those features on which the indelicate critic focuses. However, it is quickly 
seen that the example is riot one of the more obvious general qualities of the 
essay but rather the use of such examples is taken by Hume to be an index of 
worthwhile criticism. Hume tells us: 

No criticism can be instructive which descends not into particulars, and is not 
full of examples and illustrations. ("Of Simplicity and Refinement in Writ
ing," p. 45) 
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Thus, it is precisely the use of examples and particulars which makes both 
Hume's critique of standards and our ctitique of Hume at all instmctive. Our 
discourse has not only "descended" into particulars, but made an example of 
Hume's example. Hume does tell us that he selects his example from a source 
that is not too profound. Yet this "not too profound a source" has stimulated 
(perhaps distorted) Hume's own imagination to envisage a stmy other than the 
one he was reading. Fiction here generates counter-fiction. He may have found 
himself in the position of hearing a stmy he thinks he knows all too well and so 
does not need to listen to the detail. This would be akin to swallowing the wine 
in a gulp, rather than combining the efforts of nose, tongue, and palate to 
appreciate its nuances. Hume appears to be related to the story much the way the 
beer -dtinker is related to fme wine. It would not be so significant that Hume does 
not exemplify in his own reading the type of standard which he acknowledges 
should be present in matters of taste were it not for the fact that Hume 's treatment 
of the Quixote story reveals a feature of the standard which his own discourse 
about the standard seems to ignore. 

As we mentioned earlier, the thong and the key in the story are the causes of 
the wine's taste; in Hume 's metaphotical extension of the story "to produce these 
general rules or avowed patterns ... is like finding the key with the leathern 
thong ... " (p. 11). This at first makes the mle or standard sound like a cause. 
Yet it hardly seems possible that Hume wants us to think of the standard of taste 
as the cause of the taste. He acknowledges that men of delicate taste are rare, but 
when they do appear they can be easily seen to exemplify the standard. However, 
neither is the man identical to the standard nor does the standard cause him to 
have the delicacy he possesses. Rather the standard is "a rule by which the vatious 
sentiments of man may be reconciled" (p. 5). Even when questions of taste are 
in dispute the disputants "must acknowledge a true and decisive standard to exist 
somewhere, to wit, real existence and matter of fact" (p. 18). 

So if we are not to understand the standard as a cause of taste, then how are 
we to understand it and how does Sancho's story enable us to do so? The standard 
permits us to justify what the delicacy of taste or imagination has found in the 
object, though the man of delicate sentiments may not have access to such a 
justification himself. Sancho's kinsmen do not need to possess the standard to 
make the judgment they make; so, in this regard, we notice that the standard, 
insofar as it is rule rather than sentiment, is to be located in the discourse which 
justifies the judgment and not in the judgment itself. The key and the thong, 
although they are the cause of the qualities tasted in the wine, are to be understood 
inHume's usage of the example, not as causes of the taste only, but as an image 
of how the standard relates to the judgment. One can taste the key and the thong, 
but it is unlikely that one can taste the principle or the standard. In short, we find 
that on examining Hume's standard we are compelled to separate the standard 
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of taste from the taste itself; the standard is not a means to accomplishing the 
taste, although the discovery of the standard is said to be analogous to finding 
the cause of the taste. The comparison is really between the two types of 
discovery and not between two causes. 

If it is now obvious to us that Hume could not have wanted to say that the 
standard is the cause of a particular taste or sentiment, it should also be obvious 
that this clarity is our own achievement and not Hume's. Hume, in fact, has not 
made clear what exactly the terms of his comparison are. He has told us that his 
source is not profound, yet it is becoming more and more evident that this source 
has profoundly distorted his own sense of a standard. Hume has not only been 
indelicate with Cervantes, but has also practiced a not too deft sleight of hand 
with respect to us. His strength (and his difference from subjectivism) is to 
conceive of the standard as concrete enough to decide whose judgment is best, 
yet he purchases this sense of objectivity by inserting the standard into the 
content of what the judgment is about. Hume wants the standard to supply a rule 
for comparing sentiments, yet the standard ends up being compared with one of 
the elements which cause the sentiments. Even if our earlier clarification in te1ms 
of types of discovery is correct, it still looks as if Hume's caution always to 
embody the standard in the judgment of some individual, even when it cannot 
be articulated as a rule, has led him to conflate the properties of the object judged 
with the sentiments of the one who judges. It is the judging power of the one 
embodying the standard, and not what he finds with that power, which leads us 
to treat his judgment as a standard. When we fmd such a person it is indeed true 
that we are a surprised as we would be at fmding the leather and the key in the 
wine, and we may also think of him as supplying a kind of key for our own 
sentiments and judgments, but we need not think of that sort of key as one which 
inhabits those objects which produce our sentiments. Our surprise might mirror 
the smprise at the end of Sancho's story, but we are not being surprised at things 
of the same type. 

So perhaps our key for developing our understanding of Hume's notion of a 
standard might lie in noticing the enchantment Cervantes has exercised on Hume 
by making the key to the standard to taste a real key. Cervantes's story is clearly 
supposed to be our key, provided by Hume as an aid to understanding the standard 
of taste; yet this story is in Hume's discourse in much the same way as the key 
is in the wine, that is, as a foreign object which, without Hume's realizing it, 
imparts its own flavor to his discourse. We can begin to understand the use of 
the story as an instance of Hume's notion of humor. However, we can only 
appreciate this version of humor if we, like Hume, overlook much of the possible 
humor in Cervantes; what Hume fmds humorous is that in his own philosophic 
discourse he could take Sancho's story seriously, that is, as an example which 
could supply for us an image of what it means to recognize a standard. Hume 
resorts to humor, to this incongruous match between literature and philosophy, 
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to supply for us something philosophy conceives to be as ordinary as key and 
thong. We begin to resent Horne's humor when we realize that he has treated us 
as suspicious villagers, paysans who need to be given such keys to free them
selves for philosophy. Literature and those to whom it appeals can accompany 
the philosopher as far as the fringes of the contest, but they cannot enter the field 
with him and remain what they are. As a result of treating the reader, and literature 
itself, as squires to his inquiry, Hume inadvertently ends up treating the standard 
as a mere thing. 

III. The Self of Taste 

Hume's essay is instructive for us because his discussion of the need for a 
standard of taste is explicitly applied in the area of writing and discourse. This 
is to say that Hume's essay can be understood to include our own way of reading 
in its figure of the good critic; Hurne offers us a description of what the good 
reading of his discourse should be. If we are right in assuming that Hume wants 
not only to talk about the standard of taste, but also to embody in his writing 
those qualities which will appeal to the "true judge" (p. 17), then the delicate 
reader of Hume must aspire to the status of good clitic . 

. . . a true judge in the finer arts is observed ... to be so rare a character: strong 
sense, united to delicate sentiment, improved by practice, perfected by com
parison, and cleared of all prejudice, can alone entitle critics to this valuable 
character; and the joint verdict of such, wherever they are to be found, is the 
true standard of taste and beauty. (p. 17) 

To be the embodiment of this standard requires the clitic to have a certain 
relationship to his own powers and expedences. In fact, we see here that the 
relationship to the standard really consists of the light relationship of the critic 
to himself, since the standard is first of all identical to the judgment of those 
whose views deserve to be taken as a measure. The standard may become 
"methodized or reduced to general principles" later, but it originates in our 
preference for the judgment of the few (p. 18). 

Home's description (p. 15) of the critic who fails to measure up, the one who 
has not prepared himself adequately, or is by nature unsuited, to embody the 
standard, is contrasted with the good clitic: 

... a critic . .. must preserve his mind free from all prejudice, and allow 
nothing to enter into his consideration, but the very object which is submitted 
to his examination. (p. 15) 
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Hume gives us an example of a critic judging from a different age or culture. A 
certain purification is required of the critic if he is to judge the work without bias: 

In like manner, when any work is addressed to the public, though I should 
have a friendship or enmity with the author, I must depart from this situation, 
and, considering myself as a man in general, forget, if possible, my individual 
being, and my peculiar circumstances. (p. 15) 

This account needs more clarification to allow us to determine exactly what the 
critic retains and what he gives up. Considering oneself as "man in general" 
cannot mean surrendering one's "strong sense," "delicate sentiment," or the 
experiences which permit comparison; these comprise the very particularity 
which makes the true judge so rare. Yet if we retain such features it is hard to see 
how we are general and not very unique indeed. This, however, is still not 
enough; to avoid perverting his sentiments the good critic must also forget who 
he is: 

... nor have the same beauties and blemishes the same influence upon him, 
as if he had imposed a proper violence on his imagination, and had forgotten 
himself for a moment. (p. 15) 

So good criticism requires this violent relationship to the imagination and this 
self-forgetting. This violent treatment of the imagination is necessary if we are 
to appreciate the perspective of the audience for whom "the discourse was 
calculated." That discourse must involve such calculation is taken as obvious; 
the reader or listener, to whom the discourse must orient, is one who does not 
engage in self-forgetting. In our terms, he would always remain a villager. Shmt 
of such violence and self-forgetting the organs of intemal sensation will be 
defective in operation and produce enoneous sentiment. In this case the general 
principles (p. 17) have not been allowed full play. The self, elsewhere in Hume 
so fragmentary, if not vaporous, here becomes the hamer to principle. The self 
itself functions much like a prejudice and the standard requires that we annihilate 
ourselves, at least ourselves as individuals, if the standard is to have full play. 
The one who embodies the standard is truly outside himself. Here we begin to 
wonder if Don Quixote did not miss his calling. 

It would be a mistake to make too much of this term "play," for Hume clearly 
takes it to mean exercise or function when used of the standard, but it is 
suggestive usage in that it allows some aspects of Home's own particularity to 
shine through . To say that the clitic or the good judge must not interfere with 
the full play of the standard suggests that the aim here is to please the standard. 
In depersonalizing himself the critic has particularized the standard by his own 
violent imagining; now he can treat the standard as something in need of 
unrestricted play. The play of the standard is embodied in the self-forgetfulness 
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of the critic; indeed, his very forgetfulness is what standardizes the standard. As 
long as he remembers himself the critic will be doing violence to the standard. 
Judgment, right or wrong, involves violence to either self or standard. 

We should remind ourselves that these notions are suggested by Hume 's usage 
though not asserted by him, and we notice them so that we might begin to 
understand what it would mean to exemplify Hume's notion of the critic's 
relation to a standard. We would like to determine whether our own dissatisfac
tion with Hume's reading of Quixote blocks or frees the standard for its play. 
Presumably, we have treated Hume delicately if we have properly forgotten 
ourselves, if we have read his essay and judged its worth as "man in general." 
Yet how could we verify whether we had correctly absented ourselves from our 
reading? And even if this were possible, how could we be sure that our absence 
had not exercised an influence on what we have read? The water of our achieved 
critical transparency might still have the residual flavor of the wine it was before 
the critical miracle. In short, we begin to wonder if the philosopher's relation to 
rut, when conceived as clarified of self-pollution, is not an utterly impossible 
relation to himself. 

The critic's proper relation to the work he criticizes as well as his relation to 
the standard demands that he empty himself of all prejudice and individual 
baniers to the play of the standard. This emptiness of the self who criticizes (one 
might read "philosophizes") is, of course, momentary and not to be construed as 
a way of life (Hume says that the critic forgets himself "for a moment"). Since 
Hume elsewhere denies that a discursive knowledge of the self is even possible, 
the critic's state of forgetfulness cannot be conceived as a continuous state of 
mind, but rather is a special condition which makes aesthetic judgment possible. 
The critic's self-forgetting self is but one of those pruticular perceptions of self 
without which we "may truly be said not to exist" (Treatise, p. 252). Here the 
world made up of objects without real relation is pru·alleled by a self out of touch 
with itself, as if each appearance were an inspiration made possible by self-de
nial. We see the sense of this as long as negativity casts no shadow, as long as 
absence has no figure and no story. Hume views such self -evacuation as complete 
even if momentary, so it is not odd that he does not notice the traces of Cervantes's 
departure from the text he is misreading. The self of taste is the emptied subject 
of judgment (Rosen, p. 24 3) and is always beyond its object while accompanying 
it; that the object could mimic or parody such a self is, apparently, out of the 
question. The self of taste is able to embody the standard because it aspires to be 
nothing in itself. The purification that turns delicate taste into rule is the softened 
version of a more heady desire to turn being into statement. 

What is overlooked when the philosopher tries to treat literature in this 
"tasteful" way is that Quixote himself (the same Quixote of whom Cervantes 
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ironically says we readers are no kinsmen or friends) is a being produced by 
allowing a standard (the standard of chivalry) to inhabit his emptied self. It is 
precisely Quixote's "tasteful" and delicate treatment of himself, his self-forgetful 
relation to an imagined standard, which in the words of Cervantes's "lively and 
intelligent" friend of the Prologue, creates a world where 

... the melancholy man will be stirred to laughter, the merry be encouraged 
to laugh still louder, the simpleton be not worried, the wise admire your 
invention, the serious not despise it, nor the judicious reserve their praise. 
(p. 47) 

Hume 's good critic, as he evacuates the camp of the personal, dons a similar 
armor of emptiness in order to please the standard. Cervantes's narrative is 
finally the account of this sustained process of self-negation; here absenting 
oneself has become a fonn of life and art. Thus the novel sustains and parodies 
the philosopher's momentary transcendence. 

Our treatment does not require us to say that Quixote mocks Hume, but it 
does require us to notice that the same relation to a standard which is comic 
madness in Quixote is elevated to philosophic virtue in Hume. One of the 
difficulties we uncover here has to do with the way in which philosophy imagines 
its relation to literature. Hume draws his example from not "too profound a 
source"; we now understand this to mean a source which could not really have 
the same problem as Hume has. The source will always be conceived as being 
less than Hume can say about it and so could not possibly embody or treat 
ironically the very subject who so facilely mangles Sancho's story. The philos
opher, in this instance and in others, excludes the poet from any significant 
discourse about his own standard. The irony is that the storyteller (Sancho) and 
his listener (the squire of the wood), although presented by Cervantes as having 
different relations to language (much as Cervantes and Hume seem to), turn out 
to live in the same village and even to be neighbors. 

For Hume the self of taste is a momentary vacuum created by the philosopher's 
rational relation to his own particularity (to his interests and prejudices); for 
Cervantes this self becomes the chivalrous self, the self generated by an aware
ness of its own ironic relation to the possible. Quixote and Sancho are then 
alternate formulations of the triumph of the self's negativity with respect to 
restrictive conditions which press to define us. Even Sancho's story is profound 
because he recognizes that only in story can neighbor invent himself for neighbor 
and we realize that only in story can the suburban character of the philosopher's 
rationality be overcome. Hume selects Sancho's story as his example not 
realizing that tlris selection contains the key to the irony of his own story. Perhaps 
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one quality of objects beautiful in themselves is this capacity to image the 
sentiments to which they have appeal. 

In spite of the professed difficulty one would have in finding someone who 
embodies the standard and in spite of all the variations of sentiment which resist 
the purification necessary to achieve delicate taste, Hume himself seems to be 
utterly confident in his own philosophic self, confident that all that matters is 
available to him (Taylor, p. 527), and that what is available to him is transparent 
in its sense. Home pursues what is fundamental about delicacy with the same 
conviction as Quixote when he charges the windmills and giants. It is odd that 
someone who can re-shape stories in this way would consider his own ideas to 
be limited logically to what is impressed upon him. The fact that Hume does not 
notice that he has produced his own impression of the story makes him all the 
more convinced that the story instructs us as he says it does. However, we see 
that the story instructs us in other ways; namely, we see here how Hurne's own 
notion of self-annihilation is really only one of the guises of self-projection; 
becoming aware of the way in which he imposes himself on the story would 
provide Hume access to the ecstacy of being tmly out of himself, of being his 
own best critic. 

Rather than being instructed by the text he considers, as we have been, Hume 
instructs the text in what it must want to say, and so we, with Sancho, might 
respond to him: 

"Yes, master, for some of your wisdom must stick to me, just as land that is 
of itself barren and dry will eventually by dint of dunging and tilling, come 
to yield a goodly crop." (p. 604) 
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The Music of Gilbert 
and the Wit of Sullivan 
Elliott Zuckerman 

I was asked to give this lecture some years ago as part of a symposium at the 
University of VIrginia. The symposium marked the opening of an exhibit of 
pictures and books entitled "England in the 1880s: Aesthetes, Feminists, and 
Rebels." I was invited to participate because someone at the University had once 
heard me hold forth recklessly about the music of Sullivan, and I accepted 
because I do like to talk about that music; but you will see that I also felt required 
to give a nod to the subjects in the title of the exhibition. Hence the allusions 
(they are merely allusions) to aestheticism, feminism, and rebelliousness. If the 
lecture met with some success at the symposium, it was largely because I was 
brief and included some music - in contrast with the previous speaker, a 
Victorian scholar who far exceeded his allotted time when recounting the plots 
of the minor novels of George Gissing. 

Later that year I repeated the lecture at St. John's College, as an antidote to 
my annual talk on Tristan. 

I 

For certain people on both side of the Atlantic, England in the 1880s is a 
Golden Age. These people, almost all of them them English-speaking, are usually 
called "Savoyards." It is fitting that they should be named after a theater. The 
Savoy theater, on the south side of the Strand, was opened in October, 1881. It 
is said to be the first theater in the world to have been lit entirely by electric light, 
and also the frrst theater at which the people who had not bought their tickets in 
advance were asked to stand in that now favorite English formation known as 
the queue. That gave an extra appropriateness to the title of the work played at 
the opening. It was Patience, or Bunthorne's Bride, book and lyrics by W. S. 
Gilbert, music by Arthur Sullivan; it had been playing elsewhere since April of 
that year and was to continue its long run to almost six hundred performances. 

The parade of Gilbert-and-Sullivan "operas," as they were called, had begun 
in the mid-seventies, with Trial By Jury and The Sorcerer, followed by H. M. S. 
Pinafore and The Pirates of Penzance, and it would straggle into the nineties 
with Utopia, Limited and The Grand Duke. But listen to thelistofthe works that 
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followed Patience almost annually during the golden decade. Iolanthe in 1882. 
Princess Ida in 1884. In 1885 The Mikado. Ruddigore, billed as "as entirely 
supernatural opera," in 1887, and The Yeomen of the Guard in 1888. And, 
opening at the end of 1889 and running well into the next decade, The Gondo
liers. For the enthusiast that list is as evocative of delights as a list of the operas 
of Verdi from Rigoletto to Falstaff, or of the novels of Dickens from Pickwick to 
Edwin Drood. 

Among those six are three masterpieces: Iolanthe,Mikado, and Gondoliers. 
Over and above the zany intrusions and the topical patter that all the operas have 
in common, each of these three has an atmosphere and color of its own, like the 
"tinta" that distinguishes each opera of Verdi. It has been asserted that Iolanthe 
is the best English dramatic pastoral after Shakespeare, though admittedly there 
aren't many works that stake the claim. The Mikado is quintessentially English 
in its tint, despite the decorations in picture-book Japanese. And Gondoliers is 
saturated in a dance-music that as stage-Italian and stage-Spanish rivals the 
efforts of Chabrier and Rimsky-Korsak:ov. In the other three operas of the decade 
-Princess Ida , Ruddigore, and Yeoman- there are numbers that match and 
surpass numbers in the works that are otherwise more consistently successful. 
Indeed, it is from Ruddigore and Yeoman that I will draw the musical examples 
designed to sweeten this talk. 

It is well known that the operas are a treasury of social history, affording 
material for any number of Gilbert and Sullivan dictionaries, and providing a 
catalogue longer than Ko-Ko's of the eccentrics of London life, from the 
opportunistic judges and land-lubberly admirals in the earlier works to the 
fmancial Christy Minstrels in Utopia. As for the types who are represented in the 
current exhibition, two of them, the Aesthetes and the Feminists, had whole 
operas to themselves. In some circles Reginald Bunthome, a Fleshly Poet, and 
Archibald Grosvenor, an Idyllic Poet, have survived as successfully as their 
miginals, Swinburne and Oscar Wilde. It cannot be said as a matter of course 
that the caricatures will outlast the originals; Patience is not among the best 
crafted of the operas. But there is a permanence about many of the famous 
phrases in Bunthorne's confessional, even though it is set to weaker Sullivan. 
Wilde's lecture tour oftl1e United States was sponsored by the impresario of the 
Savoy operas, so that American audiences would know what Gilbert was 
burlesquing. 

Savoyard feminism is less famously remembered. We can infer from Princess 
Ida - Gilbert's reworking of a play of his own, which was in turn based on 
Tennyson's The Princess- that Girton and Newnham had already been estab
lished at Cambridge, followed by their Oxford sisters. But it was hardly a full 
endorsement of the liberated woman that Ida herself should finally leave Castle 
Adamant in a weak acceptance of love and marriage. In all three plays, the 
anti-feminist implications of the parody are too complicated to be discussed here. 
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But in any event, the third-hand blank verse of the scholarly ladies seems dated 
in comparison with the timeless nastiness of King Gama, who belongs to the 
world Gilbert understood. Gama is Gilbertian in the best sense of the word, like 
all the male eccentrics who introduce themselves to us with a catalogue of their 
peeves. Gilbert's ladies, when they are old, are, in contrast, the butts of the only 
Savoyard jokes that consistently and rightly fall flat today - though it is now 
fashionable to recognize that making fun of "elderly, ugly daughters" was not 
exclusively Gilbertian, and that he was by no means the worst offender. "Elderly" 
meant old enough to pass for forty-three, when silhouetted in the dusk. Forty
seven seems to have been the age presumed to be funniest- see Ruth in Pirates. 
It also happily means old enough to be a true contralto, for whom Sullivan wrote 
some of his sturdiest arias. For endorsements of woman perhaps one ought, in a 
topsy-turvy Gilbertian way, to turn to Katisha, the formidable daughter-in-law 
elect, and the characters like her, who bring to the stage their substance and their 
single-minded pursuits. Or even to Yum-Yum and her high-soprano sisters, 
whose cold and callous self-regard does in some way outlast the warmth of the 
living. 

I suppose something must be said about "that singular anomaly, the lady 
novelist," who was on Ko-Ko 's list of people who never would be missed. Gilbert 
himself must have seen that there could be nothing deviate about such a person 
in a literature that included Jane Austen, the Brontes, and George Eliot- or, to 
use an example from Ko-Ko's own country, Lady Murasaki. In his own revivals 
of The Mikado Gilbert transformed her into a Scorching Bicyclist; in time the 
cyclist was replaced by a Motorist, and by the twenties the anomaly was the 
Prohibitionist, all of them with sex unspecified. 

As for the third in our trio of types, the Rebel, the society implied in the operas 
is so safe that even rebellion is embraced by it. The egalitarian socialism of the 
Kingdom of Barataria is criticized as genially as the snobbery of the Duke and 
Duchess of Plaza Toro. And the outlaws - if such we can call the Pirates and 
the other compulsory villains - are driven by a sense of obligation that only 
serves to remind us of an unquestioned and prevailing rightness: 

Duty, duty must be done: 
The rule applies to everyone. 

That the lilt of the tune is mocking does not shake the sentiment. Political 
extremism is safely continental on an island where, as we are reminded by Private 
Willis of the Grenadier Guards, 

Every boy and every gal 
Born into this world alive 
Is either a little Liberal 
Or else a little Conservative. 
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II 

Perhaps the closest Gilbert and Sullivan ever came to giving immediate 
offense was in naming the opera that followed Mikado "Ruddy gore," with a "y" 
in the middle. Those offended seem to have been mollified by the substitution 
of an "i." The effectiveness of a slight change of spelling serves to remind us that 
in the world of the operas it is most often the word that rules. Poor Frederick had 
to spend his early life as an outlaw merely because Ruth misheard a phoneme in 
the word "pilot." Pilot, Pirate- the two words are, as she correctly explains, so 
much alike. When to conclude the comic plot the pirates are forced to yield to 
law and order, they do so "in Queen Victoria's name"- a Gilbertian deus ex 
verba. 

"Ruddy" was not the only word to offend. Only once in the Savoy operas is 
a swear-word used, but listen to the response of one of the great Victorians when 
he heard the word sung in a children's production of Pinafore. He found "sad 
beyond words" 

the moments when the captain utters the oath "Damn me!" and forthwith a 
bevy of sweet, innocent-looking girls sing, with bright and happy looks, the 
chorus "He said, Damn me! He said, Damn me!" I cannot find words to convey 
to the reader the pain I felt in seeing these dear children taught to utter such 
words to amuse ears grown callous to their ghastly meaning. Put the two ideas 
side by side - Hell (no matter whether you believe in it or not; millions do) 
and those pure young lips thus sporting with its horrors- and then find what 
fun in it you can! How Mr. Gilbert could have stooped to write, or Sir Arthur 
Sullivan could have prostituted his noble art to set to music, such vile trash, 
it passes my skill to understand. 

The protectiveness of sweet innocent-looking girls should proclaim that the 
writer is Lewis Carroll, who had once suggested to Sullivan that he do the music 
for a dramatic version of Alice. Again Gilbert could have escaped censure by 
pointing to his spelling. Carroll heard the words and transcribed them as "Damn 
me," but in the libretto and the score it is the single word "Darnme." 

Gilbert deserves such attention, for with details of spelling and pronunciation 
we can move from the merely historical to what is perennially comic. When the 
nice young man we knew as Robin Oakapple must, in the second act of 
Ruddigore, reintroduce himself as the now evil Sir "Rivven" (spelt "Ruthven") 
Murgatroyd, he can devote most of his opening verse to a lesson in pronunciation: 

I once was as meek as a new-bom lamb, 
I'm now Sir Murgatroyd- hal hal 

With greater precision 
(Without the elision) 

Sir Ruthven Murgatroyd- hal hal 
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(The "hahas" indicate not laughter but villainy.) The names of characters are not 
only evocative, as they are in Dickens; there is an overt ludicrousness that is 
entirely Gilbertian in such titles as the Duke of Plaza Toro and the Earl of 
Mountararat. When foreign words are thrown in they seem to reinforce the 
prevailing delight in the tich possibilities of English. The Mikado may enter to 
a chorus in Japanese- it turns out to be Japanese nonsense, by the way- but 
they are syllables that can properly be sung only by English choristers. Similarly 
the wonderful duet and chorus at the opening of The Gondoliers is entirely in 
Italian: 

Buon' giorno, cavalieri! 
Siamo gondolieri. 
Signorina, io t' amo! 
Contadine siamo .. . 

Allusion to Italian opera, to be sure. But there is untarnishable fun in the vacuous 
geniality of what is being said- and in a language that can't escape its own 
liquid musicality. 

In contrast, Gilbert's mere puns seem run-of-the-mill, even wearisome, when 
they occur without the accompaniment of rhyme and rhythm. I think I'm not 
alone in fmding the prose dialogues the weakest sections of the operas, stretches 
of secco recitative that we sit through to deserve the next tuneful reward. It is 
usually generalized that Gilbert is weak without Sullivan's music. But it may be 
Gilbert's own music that we miss. Quite apart from Sullivan's settings, Gilbert 
is weak when he is not writing in rhymed verse. His many plays in prose and in 
blank verse are unproduced today, yet the early Bab Ballads are worthy prede
cessors of the lyrics for the Savoy. When I last read through them, among the 
forty-four poems I found only two that share the same meter and stanza-form. 

The interest in words is inseparable from the famous Gilbertian "logic"- a 
hidebound absurdity as enduring as logos itself. During the first-act finale of The 
Mikado, Pooh-Bah offers a toast to Nanki-Poo, who is about to be married. The 
salute should take the standard form of wishing the bridegroom "long life." But 
Nanki-Poo has been inconveniently condemned to an early and imminent death. 
Pooh-Bah finds the logical compromise: 

As in a month you've got to die 
If Ko-Ko tells us true, 

'Twere empty compliment to cry 
"Long life to Nanki-Poo!" 

But as one month you have to live 
As fellow citizen, 

This toast with three times three we '11 give -
"Long life to you- till then!" 
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lii 

Since I have just quoted from the best-known of the operas, even non
Savoyards probably know that I have left something out. Sullivan provided an 
ornate cadenza for the fmalline, to precede the snappy cadence that encapsulates 
the twist: 

"Long life,----------------

Long life to you, long life to you, long life ___ to you- till then!" 

Such parodies ofltalian opera were a specialty of Sullivan's. Mabel's coloratura 
in Pirates may very well be better than any of the more serious music it is based 
on, and therefore not so funny as the Major-General's dig at another convention. 
"Yes, but you don't go!" he complains to the Policemen who keep announcing 
their departure in a translation into angular English ("We go, we go") of a 
prolonged Rossinian "andiamo." It all began with one of the best of the parodies, 
the grand ensemble in Trial By Jury. There the chorus has to syllabify in arbitrary 
disregard of the stress of the words: 

A nice di-lem - ma we have here, 

A nice di - lem - ma we have here, A nice di-lem - ma we have he re, 
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Many years ago it took me weeks to get an amateur but well-educated chorus to 
learn this passage. It was hard to get my colleagues at St. John's College to 
separate the syllables from the sense. 

But the subtlety of Sullivan's humor does not lie in the parodies of grand 
opera. Nor does it lie in the often-cited instrumental footnotes to the passing text, 
such as the wood-wind quotation of Bach's ("little") G-minor Fugue when the 
Mikado envisions the fitting punishment for the music-hall singer: 

... Bach, interwoven 
With Spohr and Beethoven. 

(Spohr, by the way, is not meant to be an unlikely member of that trio, as he must 
seem now.) Sullivan's best humor is something more than a collection of musical 
comments. It is pervasive, and just as there is a Gilbertian music in the constant 
satisfaction of the fitting rhyme, there is, in the setting and enhancement of those 
rhymes, a Sullivanian wit. 

IV 

I have chosen three examples of that musical wit. The first is from Act ll of 
Ruddigore, where Sir Despard Murgat:royd and the character called Mad Mar
garet reintroduce themselves in their reformed guises as proper members of 
society. Counterbalancing the change in fortune of his brother Ruthven, Sir 
Despard is no longer the Bad Baronet, doomed to commit a crime a day. And 
Margaret now displays a precarious sanity. They enter dressed in sober and 
formal black, presenting the sharpest contrast to their appearance in the first act 
(where Margaret was a Donizettian Ophelia), and they parade solemnly and 
stiffly upstage and down. But the verses of their duet are punctuated by a dance 
(traditionally performed around a trick umbrella) in which an occasional caper 
reveals that an antic wildness lies just below the surface: 
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There is an oddness about this setting, to account for which I will note only one 
detail. The meter is a four-stress line, for four lines of which Sullivan emphasizes 
(with the downbeat of the measure) stresses one and three: 

I ONCE was a very aBANdoned person -
MAking the most of Evil chances. 

NObody could conCEIVE a worse 'un
Even in all the OLD romances ... 

Any ordinary setting would have continued in the same way: 

I BLUSH for my wild exTRAVagances. 

Notice that Sullivan deviates here, starting his setting in the middle of the 
measure, so that the downbeat is shifted to the even-numbered stresses: 

I blush for my WILD extravaGANCes. 

He then completes that phrase with a purely orchestral answer: 

lin Hl 

) i ltl) I F J F J I ~ II) 
I blush for my wild ex-trav-a- ganc - es, 

I think it was Gilbert's anangement of the verse that gave Sullivan the idea for 
the shift: 

DES. 
MAR. 
DES. 
MAR. 

I once was a very abandoned person
Making the most of evil chances. 
Nobody could conceive a worse 'un -
Even in all the old romances. 
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DES. I blush for my wild extravagances, 
But be so kind 
To bear in mind, 

MAR. We were the victims of circumstances! 
(Dance) 

That is one of our blameless dances. 

The eight lines that precede the dance are metrically only seven, for the short 
lines are separately aligned only to show the rhyme. Hence, including Sullivan's 
orchestral echo of line five, we "ought" to end up with a standard sixteen-measure 
period. But it can, I think, be shown in detail (and I plan to do so elsewhere, for 
those who are not wearied by measure-counting) that Sullivan has extended the 
period by two half-measures, one of which is the "postponed" entry of"I blush ... " 
The upshot, anyway, is that the period consists of seventeen measures - an 
oddness that registers even when we are not counting, and that conveys the 
precariousness of the characters' sanity even before they break into their um
brella-dance. In the dance itself, by the way, the oddity is not metrical but 
harmonic. 

Sullivan is usually praised for his more obviously virtuoso successes in 
word-setting, such as the trio in The Mikado, beginning "I am so proud," where 
metrically identical stanzas are set quite differently for the three characters in 
turn, and then all three versions are combined in ensemble. Perhaps it is more 
instructive to note that when the patter is electric enough by itself he lightly finds 
no need for obtrusive musical invention- as in the Major-General's song, or 
the Nightmare Song in Iolanthe (surely the masterpiece of the genre), or my next 
example, which happens to follow the number inRuddigore I have just discussed. 
Despard and Margaret have been joined by a third character, for a trio in the 
course of which we need not be vexed that we can't catch all the words. That the 
articulation goes by too quickly is the very point. Once again the meter is a 
four-stress line, the prevailing foot consisting of four syllables, two unstressed 
followed by a stressed and an unstressed, as in the word "situation" - da-da
DEE-da. In classical prosody the foot is called a "paeon," and at least one 
handbook says that it is never found in English verse. 

My eyes are fully open to my awful situation-
I shall go at once to Roderic and make him an oration. 
I shall tell him I've recovered my forgotten moral senses, 
And I don't care twopence-halfpenny for any consequences. 
Now I do not want to perish by the sword or by the dagger, 
But a martyr may indulge a little pardonable swagger, 
And a word or two of compliment my vanity would flatter, 
But I've got to die tomorrow, so it really doesn't matter! 
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Sullivan's tune is in turn static, meandering, climbing, and hopping, but it is 
safely and satisfying four-square. It is the only patter-song that is literally 
non-stop, because of the dovetailed canonic refrain that repeats the fmal phrase 
where otherwise there would be mere accompaniment. The typical Gilbertian 
joke is the direct address to the audience, breathless with listening, at the end: 

This particularly rapid, unintelligible patter 
Isn't generally heard, and if it is it doesn't matter! 

The purpose of the number is certainly not that the characters must tell each 
other something, or even that they have to tell us something, but simply that they 
should show an exhilarating verbal virtuosity. One thinks of similar instances in 
which Gilbert lets the surface show, so to speak: the observation by the residents 
of Titipu that "the Japanese don't use pocket-handkerchiefs"; or the Major
General's public search for a rhyme for the word "so:ategy"; or the Lord 
Chancellor's relief, at the conclusion of his mamthon, that the Nightmare is 
ended, "ditto, ditto" his song, 

and thank Goodness, they're both of them over. 

The exposure of virtuosity is like that at a piano recital or the opera: Will he 
negotiate the octaves? Will she hit the high C? In Gilbert and Sullivan the 
inventive encores that have been required since the earliest pe1formances further 
emphasize the rules of the entertainment. If often enough the words and music 
merely provide the occasion for verbal and vocal display, the very stage-set 
became, for the actor of agility, a set of flats to be climbed. 

v 

It happens that my final example is a number that is never encored. Sullivan 
forbade the repetition, rightly thinking that the dramatic effect would be spoiled. 
It is one of those rare places where we are more involved in the feelings of the 
characters than in the ingenuities of their presentation, and it occurs in the Savoy 
opera in which Sullivan intended to match the seriousness of the proper operas 
and omtorios, now neglected, which made him a respectable composer. I refer 
to that sad moment in the second act of The Yeomen of the Guard when we realize 
that the two most sympathetic characters are not going to marry their beloveds 
- that this will be the strangest of operettas, one that uniquely ends with the 
collapse, probably in death, of the comic lead, the jester Jack Point, who in some 
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ways stands for Gilbert himself. I quote the opening, but only to remind you to 
return to it, in a recording, in context: 

II 

v 
Oh, the h/ppy da'Ys of do-ing! Oh, the s~ ghi og ~nd the suing! When a 

PHOEBE: 
> II I 

'-' Oh, the happy days of do-ing! Oh, the sighing and the suing! When a 

II > 

'-' Oh, the happy days of do-ing ! Oh, the sighing and the suing! When a 

: 

- - ing! Oh, the sighing and the suing! When a 

II > -
v ... _ 
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IV 
woo-er goes a- woo- ing, Oh, the sweets that ne - ver cloy! 

_I\ I > 

'-' woo-er goes a-woo-ing, Oh, the sweets that ne - ver cloy! 

.II.. _j > 

'-' woo- er goes a-wo~-in~, Oh, t he sweets that 1ne I_ ver c l oy! 
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woo-er goes a-woo-ing, Oh, the sweets that ne - ver c1Ioyl 
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Sullivan is rightly admired for the beauty of his musical pastiches: the 
"Elizabethan" madrigals, the quaint Ballads, the Rococo gavottes. But here there 
is no imitation, even if Mendelssohn and Schubert are, as usual, lingering nearby. 
It was the captivating patter that first attracted me to the operas, but it is the 
poignancy exemplified here that draws me to return to them. It is Sullivan's own, 
and at the same time it seems to belong to tonal music itself. There is a sweet 
sadness that seems to lie in the sixth degree of the scale, and in the harmonic 
motion from the tonic to the sub-mediant. The surest sign of Sullivan's graceful 
craftmanship is that, without the intrusion of any assertive originality, he allows 
that sadness and sweetness to sing for itself. 



From Biology to Psychology: 
An Aspect of the Development of 
Freud's Notion of the Unconscious 
Mariam Cunningham Cohen, M. D. 

When I left St. John's nearly twenty years ago, I went off at first to study 
psychology. I was still interested in questions about justice, and since Socrates 
said that justice is the excellence of the soul, I wanted to learn about the soul in 
its aspect of mind. I wanted to continue to participate in the conversations of the 
Dialogues, and I thought that if I could learn about the working of the mind, I 
could know more about virtue. That high-spirited start - plus the need to make 
a living - has led me tlrrough medical school into the practice of psychiatry and 
most recently into training in the theory and practice of psychoanalysis. 

I have found no easy description of what constitutes the essence or virtue of 
the human mind, but I have found in psychoanalysis a branch of the great 
dialogue that St. John's perpetuates. Psychoanalysis is a form of treatment for 
some emotional and mental illnesses, and it may be a natural science, but it is 
certainly a conversation conducted over time and space about what it is to be 
human. Individual analysts with their individual patients - one to one - dis
cuss that question as part of analytic treatment. Harry Stack Sullivan said that to 
understand that "we are all much more human than otherwise" is the basis for 
an understanding that leads to health. Karen Horney sought individual growth 
and evolution in giving up the rigidity of false ideas of oneself that limit a person 
from fulfilling innate and human talents. Sigmund Freud summed up mental 
health as the ability to love and to work - two human activities. The axiom that 
underlies psychoanalytic treatment is that to be most fully human - whatever 

Mariam Cunningham Cohen, a graduate of the class of 1969, is a psychiatrist and a 
senior clinical associate of the Los Angeles Institute for Psychoanalytic Studies. This 
lecture was presented at St. John' s College, Annapolis, in March, 1989. 
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that is - is to be most fully healthy. Analysts in general explore the question 
what is it to be human from almost every angle in small and large groups -
individual supervisors and their students, classes, conferences, case presenta
tions, and theoretical discussions in analytic journals. 

I am here now as a participant in the psychoanalytic conversation, and I want 
to describe to you some of the beginning of that conversation, particularly some 
of the origin and changes in Sigmund Freud's theoretical concepts of the 
unconscious side of the human mind. Freud did not "discover" the unconscious. 
There is a great book- in the sense of "large"- by Henri F. Ellenberger, The 
Discovery of The Unconscious, 1 which documents that fact in exhaustive detail; 
Ellenberger does not mention Freud until page 418. That we are unconscious as 
well as conscious is so mundane we ignore it. We walk without attention to the 
details of which muscle to twitch when. We forget- and recall again- a name, 
a fact, an event from our pasts. Ideas spring full blown into our minds from 
somewhere, well organized, delineated, thought out; sometimes we can trace 
their development in the quiet recesses of our thoughts. Sometimes they seem to 
well up from somewhere mysterious. We are as minds partly alert and attentive 
and partly not so, unconscious. 

Freud's contribution was not that he pointed out this fact of unconsciousness 
but that he first related unconscious thinking to a certain aspect of nineteenth
century medicine, the treatment of hystetia. He tl1en went on to develop a theory 
- or rather a set of theories - about the nature, development, and rules of the 
unconscious side of existence and its relationship to our daily life. Freud was a 
neurologist- not a psychiatrist- and many of his patients had physical symp
toms for which there were no explainable organic causes. Hyste1ia in the 
nineteenth century was thought to involve a hereditary weakness that produced 
a wide range of physical symptoms, including paralyses, blindness, difficulties 
with speech, and loss of normal sensation. The situation in hysteria is not just 
that the organic cause wasn't yet known - as, for instance, we might know that 
some illness is caused by an infection, but we have not have identified the 
bactetium or virus responsible. In these cases it was undeniable that no organic 
defect in the nervous system could cause the symptoms these patients exhibited. 
In hysterics the physical symptoms do not fit into what was known to happen 
when nerves are cut, damaged, or stimulated. In The Studies of Hysteria, written 
in 1894, Freud described a new way of treating these patients by talking with 
them. He and another physician, Joseph Breuer, described their treatment of a 
small number of patients. From these experiences, Freud made the shocking 
observation that hysteria was related to sexuality, he developed the techniques 
that became psychoanalytic treatment, and he began to formulate a theory of 
what happens in the unconscious mind. 

I want to discuss here only the last of those three aspects of the beginning of 
psychoanalysis, the theoretical. In the last chapter of Freud's next major publi-
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cation, The Interpretation of Dreams, he set out in detail what he later called 
metapsychology, the underlying theory of psychoanalysis. These formulations 
may be considered either a theory or a model for a theory, but that difference 
is not what I am concerned with now. I want to discuss one particular aspect of 
the development of Freud's metapsychology- the development from the 
nineteenth-century neurology that Freud started with to a twentieth-century 
psychology. Freud's first model of the mind was biological and mechanistic; 
over the next twenty-five years, he developed a model that is a metaphor for 
psychological processes that need not be correlated with the biology of the 
brain. First, I will describe the "psychical apparatus" that Freud set out in The 
Interpretation of Dreams. Then I will describe to you some of the elaboration of 
that model in some of the theoretical papers wr;itten between 1911 and 1915. 
Finally I will contrast the topographic model with the structural model developed 
in the monograph "The Ego and the Id." 

Published in 1899, but dated 1900 by the publisher, The Interpretation of 
Dreams was Freud's proudest achievement. He had already been doing psycho
analytic work with patients for several years; the Studies in Hysteria had been 
out for five or six years. In his Dream Book he demonstrated that dreams could 
be as understandable as the symptoms of hysterics - that dreams are one of the 
manifestations of unconscious life in normal people. Throughout the book he 
gives examples of various dreams and the interpretations arrived at by freely 
associating to them. Many of the illustrations are his own dreams. The last 
chapter is a theoretical discussion of the nature of the "psychical apparatus" that 
produces dreams. 

Freud uses two metaphors for the "psychical apparatus" in the last chapter of 
the Interpretation of Dreams. The first is spatial, the second is related to concepts 
of physical energy. Freud postulates "elements" in the mind like those in a 
compound optical instrument (a telescope or microscope). He appears almost to 
think of them as somehow physical, but carefully explains that they do not need 
to be in the precise spatial arrangement he is describing. They only have to be 
arranged so that psychic events would traverse them in temporal sequence. The 
"elements" are parts of the psychical apparatus where thoughts may exist in 
various ways - like the virtual image in an arrangement of lenses. This model 
takes for granted that the mind is basically an elaboration of the simple reflex 
arc. If you tap the patellar tendon just below the knee, the stimulus is 
transmitted to the central nervous system where it is processed, and a motor 
response occw·s- a kick. In Freud's psychical apparatus stimuli are processed, 
and responses -or "motor discharges" - occur. A perceptive apparatus stands 
at one end of the apparatus, and a conscious "attention cathexis" stands at the 
other. 
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The first thing that strikes us is that this apparatus, compounded of 
psi-systems, has a sense or direction. All our psychical activity starts from 
stimuli (whether internal or external) and ends in innervations. Accordingly, 
we shall describe a sensory and a motor end to the apparatus. At the sensory 
end there lies a system which receives perceptions; at the motor end there lies 
another, which opens the gateway to motor activity. Psychical processes 
advance in general from the perceptual end to the motor end. 2 

Since the perceptive apparatus must not be changed by the act of perceiving 
and must be constantly receptive, there must be something between perception 
and motor response that remembers. These "elements" are called Mnems. Freud 
says, "Our perceptions are linked with one another in our memory- ftrst and 
foremost according to simultaneity of occunence. We speak of this fact as 
'association.'" He goes on: "Association would thus consist in the fact that, as a 
result of a diminution in resistances and of the laying down of facilitating paths, 
an excitation is transmitted from a given Mnem element more readily to one 
Mnem element than to another." 3 That is, the wires of the psychical apparatus 
are better in some directions than in others. That the "diminution of resistances" 
and the "laying down of facilitating paths" are meaningful is the unspoken 
assumption here. 

The first distinction between consciousness and unconsciousness lies in the 
difference between perception and memory. He says, "It is the [perceptual] 
system, which is without memory, that provides our consciousness with the 
whole multiplicity of sensory qualities. On the other hand, our memories- not 
excepting those which are most deeply stamped on our minds -are in them
selves unconscious." 4 For Freud understanding dreams has required the "hy
pothesis of there being two psychical agencies, one of which submitted the 
activity of the other to a criticism which involved its exclusion from conscious
ness. The critical agency ... stands in a closer relation to consciousness than the 
agency criticized: it stands like a screen between the latter and consciousness. "5 

He locates this "censorship" toward the motor end of the apparatus and calls the 
system between it and consciousness the "preconscious," to "indicate that the 
excitatory processes occurring in it can enter consciousness without further 
impediment provided that certain other conditions are fulfilled: for instance, that 
they reach a certain degree of intensity, that the function which can only be 
described as 'attention' is distributed in a particular way, and so on." 

Thus, the topographic system reads from left to tight: Perception, Memory, 
the system Ucs (Unconscious), censorship, the systems Pes (Preconscious) and 
Cs (Conscious), and motor response. Curiously, although everything to the left 
of the censorship is the unconscious, Freud asciibed to consciousness both 
qualities of perception and motor response. That consciousness lies at both ends 
of the psychical apparatus is one of the problems with this model, one I won't 
go into now. 
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In The Interpretation of Dreams, Freud used words that became the basic 
vocabulary of psychoanalysis- regression, repression, cathexis, primary and 
secondary processes. His second metaphor is in terms of energies and discharge, 
and all these words refer to some aspect of how energy is handled in the psychical 
apparatus. He portrays in detail 

... the fiction of a primitive psychical apparatus whose activities are regu
lated by an effort to avoid an accumulation of excitation and to maintain itself 
so far as possible without excitation ... built on the plan of a reflex apparatus 
.... The accumulation of excitation ... is felt as unpleasure and ... sets the 
apparatus in action with a view to repeating the experience of satisfaction, 
which involved a diminution of excitation and was felt as pleasure. A current 
of this kind in the apparatus, starting from unpleasure and aiming at pleasure, 
we have termed a "wish" . . . . The first wishing seems to have been a 
hallucinatory cathecting of the memory of satisfaction .... A second activity 
... became necessary, which would not allow the mnemic cathexis to proceed 
as far as perception and from there to bind the psychical forces; instead it 
diverted the excitation arising from the need along a roundabout path which 
ultimately, by means of voluntary movement, altered the external world in 
such a way that it became possible to arrive at a real perception of the object 
of satisfaction ... . The activity of the first psi-system is directed towards 
securing the free discharge of the quantities of excitation, while the second 
system, by means of the cathexes emanating from it, succeeds in inhibiting 
this discharge. 6 

"Cathexis" is a coined word in English, invented by James Strachey, whose 
translation into English of Freud's works is designated the "standard edition." 
The original word in German is commonly used to refer to putting something 
somewhere, like what an invading army does to a town or an investor to an 
investment. Freud uses this word to describe the attachment of psychic energy 
to things that can fulfill the wishes the energy represents. A hungry child 
"cathects" cookies mightily. The Ucs system operates with "unbound" energies. 
Impulses and ideas that have not reached the Pes can sort of float freely and mix 
with each other and always strive for immediate discharge in action, the ultimate 
spending of energy. This "unbound" quality is the "primary process." The system 
Pes uses "secondru.y processes" to bind its energies into realistic ways of 
attaining discharge, ways that may rely on verbalization- words - and on 
delay in taking action. 

Freud explained the hallucinatory quality of dreams by describing them as 
unconscious ideas that undergo a regressive course in the psychical apparatus. 
They cannot reach motor discharge because we are asleep, so they flow back
wards into the Memory and towards Perception and thus seem to consciousness 
to be perceptions. We see and hear in our dreams. His model requires that all 
thoughts be essentially wishes: "Thought is after all nothing but a substitute for 
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a hallucinatory wish; and it is self-evident that dreams must be wish-fulfillments, 
since nothing but a wish can set our mental apparatus at work." 7 Ideas are 
connections of thoughts that strive to attain control of the motor end of the 
apparatus and make something happen - to establish a "perceptual identity" 
between what we remember as once satisfying a need and what would satisfy a 
current need. 

Not all wishes can become conscious. Why not? It is obvious to Freud, with 
his experience of discovering unfulfilled wishes at the root of the symptoms of 
hysterics and in the origins of dreams. The wishes of hysterical symptoms and 
of dreams have to be disguised in a variety of ways to become conscious. The 
"censorship" of the topographic model is a "critical agency" that passes judg
ments on thoughts, allowing some easy access to consciousness and "repressing" 
others -keeping them unconscious. 

This censor is essential to the distinction between consciousness (or pre
consciousness actually) and the Unconscious at this stage of Freud's thinking. I 
want to call some things about it to your attention. Freud seems to believe that 
it is acquired, not inborn, and has something to do with being civilized. First of 
all, children, according to Freud at this stage of his theorizing, have little or no 
censorship; they are either completely Pes or completely Ucs, itisn 't clear which. 
He discusses children's dreams in one chapter of The Interpretation of Dreams, 
most of them probably his own children's dreams. He notes that they are usually 
uncomplicated wishes such as, "We went on a picnic," on the day after a picnic 
had to be postponed because of bad weather. He says, "In the case of children, 
where there is as yet no division or censorship between the Pes and the Ucs, or 
where that division is only gradually being set up, it is an unfulfilled, unrepressed 
wish from waking life [that starts a dream]." 8 We acquire a censor as we grow 
up, and the dream wishes of adults are unconscious in their origins. Freud feels 
that the censor is a necessity for ordinary daytime activity. We cannot suppose 
that unconscious wishes are active only at night, and something helps us act like 
civilized people during the day. For Freud, "The censorship between the Ucs and 
the Pes ... deserves to be recognized and respected as the watchman of our 
mental health." 9 

But, practically, what wishes and pleasures are so unrealistic that they cannot 
attain even the status of preconscious, ordinary everyday wishes - the daily sigh 
of "I wish I could but I can't" - without endangering our mental health? Freud's 
experience with hysteria and with dreams is that they are invariably sexual 
thoughts. He demonstrates this point repeatedly in the Studies of Hysteria. For 
example, he treated a governess who was ill because, she realized under Freud's 
analysis, she had fallen in love with and wanted to marry her employer, who was 
manied.1 0 This situation is not so hmTid - at least to us modems. However, to 
a civilized Victorian woman it was, apparently, an idea that could not "even be 
thought o[" My reading of the topographic theory in The Interpretation of 
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Dreams is that the principal cause of a difference between unconscious and 
preconscious is that of learning to be a civilized- and probably Victorian
human being, who represses, that is, refuses to be aware of, much of his or her 
sexual life because it just isn't civilized. 

At this stage in the development of Freud's theories, the word repression has 
not attained the status it later acquired as a major psychological mechanism. Any 
thought that causes displeasure or arouses the memory of displeasure is "re
pressed," that is, consigned to stay on the unconscious side of the censorship. He 
says the "effortless and regular avoidance by the psychical process of the 
memory of anything that had once been distressing affords us the prototype and 
frrst example of psychical repression . ... This ostrich policy ... is still to be 
seen in the normal mental life of adults. As a result of the unpleasure principle, 
then, the first psi-system [the Ucs] is totally incapable of bringing anything 
disagreeable into the context of its thoughts." 11 

In a short paper published in 1911, "Formulations on the Two Principles of 
Mental Functioning," Freud expands on his theory of the development of the 
system Ucs. At this point in his thinking, he distinguishes two sources of 
instinctual drive, sexual drives and self-preservative drives ("ego instincts"). In 
this paper he links the development of the system Ucs to the self-preservative 
instincts, through the distinction between the "pleasme principle" and the 
"reality plinciple." The pleasure plinciple is the fact that primitive, unconscious 
mental processes "strive towards gaining pleasure; from any operation which 
might arouse unpleasantness (pain) mental activity draws back (repression)." 12 

He postulates that when the original "state of mental equilibrium" is disturbed 
by internal needs (instincts), the psychic apparatus attempts to recall- and thus 
hallucinates or dreams - what once may have led to the quieting of that need. 
That is to say, for example, that babies dream of breasts, warmth, and dryness. 
However, dreams do not really satisfy needs, and "instead the mental apparatus 
had to decide to form a conception of the real circumstances in the outer world 
and to exert itself to alter them. A new principle of mental functioning was thus 
introduced; what was conceived of was no longer that which was pleasant but 
that which was real, even if it should be unpleasant." 13 This is the reality 
principle. Freud uses this new way of functioning to show how other mental 
functions develop. Reality leads to the establishment of attention, consciousness, 
and memory, which is partly a "system of notation, whose task was to deposit 
the results ofthis ... activity of consciousness." 14 Simple repression (the turn
ing away from unpleasantness) is replaced by "passing of judgment, which had 
to decide whether a particular idea was true or false, that i~, was in agreement 
with reality or not." 15 The necessity to restrain "motor discharge" of wishes leads 
to the establishment of expressions of feelings and the "trial action" of thought. 
At this point it is apparent that even children must have some unconscious mental 
processes. The development of the Ucs must begin sometime in infancy. 
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In 1915, Freud expanded his concepts of the energy of the topographic theory 
in a monograph entitled "The Unconscious." He begins this paper with a section 
titled "Justification for the Conception of the Unconscious." He points out the 
existence "both in healthy and in sick persons [of] psychical acts . .. which can 
be explained only by presupposing other acts, of which, nevertheless, conscious
ness yields no evidence."16 These mental acts include slips of the tongue, dreams, 
hysterical symptoms, latent memmies, and hypnosis. He claims that these normal 
acts have unconscious meanings and does so with a bombast that is sometimes 
characteristic of his rhetorical style: 

Anyone who is ignorant of the facts of pathology, who regards the blunders 
of normal persons as accidental, and who is content with the old saw that 
dreams are froth need only ignore a few more problems of the psychology of 
consciousness in order to dispense with the assumption of an unconscious 
mental activity. 17 

All this is, however, a rhetorical setting for an argument that the system Ucs 
is different from the system Pes. He proposes that perhaps these unknown mental 
activities are the result of a second consciousness. He argues that we each infer 
that other persons have a consciousness like our own because we see them act 
purposively - as if they had a consciousness. Thus, could we infer that we each 
have a second consciousness inside of ourselves when we find ourselves acting 
purposively but without awareness? This inference, however, leads to an infinite 
regress and is absurd: "A consciousness of which its own possessor knows 
nothing is something very different from that of another person and it is 
questionable whether such a consciousness, lacking, as it does, its most important 
characte1istic, is worthy of any further discussion at all." Then Freud sp1ings his 
trap. Besides, he says, "we have to take into account that analytic investigation 
reveals some of these latent processes as having characteristics and peculiarities 
which seem alien to us, or even incredible, and running directly counter to the 
well-known attributes of consciousness." In this paper, Freud is going to distin
guish Ucs from Cs systems by more than the unbound or bound quality of their 
energies.18 

He questions whether an idea can exist in both the Ucs and Cs systems at the 
same time. He asks, "When a mental act ... is transferred from the system Ucs 
into the system Cs (or Pes), are we to suppose that this transposition involves a 
fresh registration comparable to a second record to the idea in question, situated, 
moreover, in a fresh locality in the mind and side by side with which the original 
unconscious record continues to exist?" 19 Freud had observed that telling 
patients about the unconscious wishes he could deduce from their symptoms and 
dr~ams did not make those wishes conscious. Instead, he says, "the patient has 
in actual fact the same idea in two forms in two separate localities in his mental 
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apparatus: first he has the conscious memory of the auditory impression of the 
idea conveyed in what we told him, and, secondly and side by side with this, he 
has -as we know for certain- the unconscious memory of his actual experi
ence existing in him in its earlier form. Now in reality there is no lifting of the 
repression until the conscious idea . .. has united with the unconscious memory 
trace." 20 Telling a patient he is afraid of his father does not immediately remove 
his phobia. Freud describes the situation in terms of cathexes of energy from 
each system; an idea can have an Des cathexis and/or a Pes one. He has to 
postulate the existence of "anti-cathexes" - energies in the Pes which can force 
an idea charged with Des energy back into the Des. He develops an elaborate 
system of adding and subtracting energy quantities to describe how ideas can 
pass from Des to Pes to Cs and how the Cs can influence the Ucs. He concludes: 

We see bow we have gradually been led to introduce a third point of view into 
the scheme of mental phenomena- beside the dynamic and the topograph
ical, we take the economic standpoint, one from which we try to follow out 
the fate of given volumes of excitation and to achieve, at least relatively, some 
assessment of it. It will be only right to give a special name to the way of 
regarding things which is the final result of psychoanalytic research. I propose 
that when we succeed in describing a mental process in all its aspects, 
dynamic, topofraphic, and economic, we shall call this a metapsychological 
presentation. 2 

Much of this monograph is given over to such descriptions of the transpositions 
and arithmetic of energies that lead to the sorts of symptoms seen in various 
forms of neurotic illnesses. 

In a section titled "Special Characteristics of the System Ucs," Freud says, 
"The nucleus of the system Des consists of instinct representatives which seek 
to discharge their cathexis; that is to say, it consists of wishful impulses. These 
instinctual impulses are co-ordinate with one another, exist side by side without 
being influenced by one another, and are exempt from mutual contradiction." 22 

We can wish for the moon, or we can wish for two mutually contradictory things 
- as long as we keep the wishes in the D cs. Only when wishes become conscious 
are they subject to c1iticism and logic. Freud says, "There is in [the Des] no 
negation, no doubt, no degrees of certainty: all this is only introduced by the 
work of the censorship ... between the Des and the Pes. Negation is ... a 
substitute for repression. In the Ucs there are only contents more or less strongly 
cathected." 23 He says the processes of the system Ucs are timeless, "they are not 
ordered temporally, are not altered by the passage of time; the 1 have no reference 
to time at all. Reference to time is bound up, once again, with the work of the 
system Cs." 24 Reality, logic, and time are all products of the censorship, and Des 
processes are not subject to the demands of the reality plinciple. Because of the 
lack of reality distinctions in the Des, he notes that one cannot distinguish 
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between Ucs memories and Ucs fantasies. Earlier he had already concluded that 
much of what his patients recalled in the course of psychoanalytic treatment had 
to be unconscious fantasies. He could not believe that so many of the fathers of 
Vienna could be so perverse. Much controversy has been made recently of 
Freud's decision to regard his patients as having fantasies rather than memories 
of childhood seductions. 

To summarize, then, the first psychoanalytic model of the mind is commonly 
called the topographic theory. It is concerned with the fate of internal stimuli -
instincts or drives- which supply energy to psychological events we call 
wishes or thoughts. These impulses strive toward discharge directly if they 
belong to the system Ucs. The energy of the Ucs is "unbound" and knows no 
restraints of reality, time, or logic. However, the way to discharge in action is 
through the system Pes, which accepts reality and "binds" energy through 
conscious thinking, the use of words, etc. Some "slippage" is allowed in disguise 
through fantasizing (daydreaming) and through ordinary acts such as slips of the 
tongue and jokes, through dreaming in normal persons, and through the forma
tion of hysterical or neurotic symptoms in people who are seen as ill. The goal 
of treatment of neurotic illness is to "make conscious what is unconscious"; 25 

that is, to allow the Pes and its reality principle to accept the Ucs impulses, and 
allow them some normal discharge or accept their ultimate frustration. 

I said earlier that this scheme was based on nineteenth-century neurology. 
While a medical student and afterwards, Freud worked as a research assistant in 
the Physiological Institute of Ernst Bmcke. Bmcke was one of the German 
physiologists who- quoting one of his friends-

pledged a solemn oath to put into power this truth: no other forces than the 
common physical-chemical ones are active within the organism. In those cases 
which cannot at the time be explained by these forces, one has either to find 
the specific way or form of their action by means of the physical-mathematical 
method, or to assume new forces equal in dignity to the chemical-physical 
forces inherent in matter, reducible to the force of attraction and repulsion. 26 

Brucke was Freud's first mentor. After Freud had published five papers over 
six years' work in Bmcke' s laboratory -papers on such topics as the neuroanat
omy of a type of primitive fish, the gonads of the eel, nerve cells of the crayfish, 
and staining methods for microscopic examination of nervous tissue -Freud 
was considered the next candidate for an assistantship with Brucke. Fortunately, 
he was advised to enter private practice - as he was likely to have to wait many 
years for the next opening and he wanted to marry, which required an income. 

Histmians of psychoanalysis trace the concept of bound versus unbound 
energy to the physical concepts of kinetic and potential energy and the operations 
of the laws of thermodynamics. Freud apparently encountered the concept of 
primary and secondary process from the neurologist Wernicke (who gave his 
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name both to a type of aphasia, the loss of ability to speak, and to a location in 
the brain where speech is processed); Wernicke distinguished between a child's 
early primitive and unconscious reflexes and later movements that are guided by 
consciousness and will, labeling these "primary" and "secondary" in the devel
opment of coordinated actions. 27 

Before The Interpretation of Dreams Freud wrote a paper entitled "A Project 
for a Scientific Psychology" or "A Psychology for Neurologists." He never 
fmished this treatise and never attempted to publish it. The cellular nature of the 
central nervous system was a nineteenth-century discovery, and the "Project" is 
an attempt to describe circuits of neurons that could produce thoughts, associa
tions, symptoms, dreams, etc. A modern parallel would be an attempt to describe 
the workings of the mind in terms of computer programing. In the Project treatise 
Freud describes the "ego" as a group of neurons that act to inhibit and "bind" the 
energy of the primary process neurons. He apparently hoped at one point to 
develop a complete physiological theory to account for mental activity and 
symptoms. He wrote to his friend Wilhelm Fleiss in 1895: 

It was possible to see from the details of neurosis all the way to the very 
conditioning of consciousness. Everything fell into place, the cogs meshed, 
the thing really seemed to be a machine which in a moment would run of itself. 
The three systems of neurones, the "free" and "bound" states of quantity, the 
primary and secondary processes, the main trend and the compromise trend 
of the nervous system, the two biological rules of attention and defense, the 
indications of quality, reality, and thought, the state of the psycho-sexual 
group, the sexual determination of repression, and, finally, the factors deter
mining consciousness as a perceptual function- the whole thing held to
gether. 28 

A month later he gave up writing the Project, and clearly by the time he wrote 
The Interpretation of Dreams this psychical apparatus had become "a fiction" 
rather than an attempt to directly link thinking to microscopic brain anatomy. 

Freud seems to me to have made two assumptions that he does not clearly 
make overt in setting up the topographic model. These are premises about the 
meaningfulness of associations and the relationship between earlier and later, 
primitive and evolved, in mental life. I see these two assumptions as related to 
the replacement of the topographic theory with the structural theory of id, ego, 
and superego. 

In the frrst section of Chapter Seven of The Interpretation of Dreams
entitled "The Forgetting of Dreams" - Freud - in a characteristic rhetorical 
device - sets up a straw man to knock down: 

Our critics argue against [the process of free association] along the following 
lines. There is nothing wonderful in the fact that a single element of the dream 
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should lead us somewhere; every idea can be associated with something. What 
is remarkable is that such an aimless and arbitrary train of thought should 
happen to bring us to the dream-thoughts [that is, to the original dream ideas 
that appear in disguised form in the dream as it is recalled]. 29 

The psychology Freud knew took into account the phenomenon of "associ
ation," that ideas can be linked together. Freud's refutation addresses the 
concept of "mere" association (as linking ideas by time or coincidence). He 
goes on: "It can be shown that all that we can ever get rid of are purposive ideas 
that are known to us; as soon as we have done this, unknown- or, as we 
inaccurately say, 'unconscious' -purposive ideas take charge and thereafter 
determine the course of the involuntary ideas." 3° Freud is saying that no 
associations are without meaning and purpose. This proposition is stated in such 
a way that it sounds like an induction from his observations of patients - "it can 
be shown .... " However, it is at odds with the mechanistic nineteenth-century 
biology that Freud started with. If associations can be without purpose, by the 
chance of coincidence in time or because words sound alike, Freud's clinical 
observations and theory fall apart. The purposiveness he imports to associations 
is the purposiveness of impulse and wish, the "energy" that <.hives his model of 
the psychic apparatus. Tlris energy - named libido and linked with the sexual 
instincts- is Freud's "new force equal in dignity to the chemical-physical 
forces inherent in nature and reducible to forces of attraction and repulsion." 

A second assumption is that what is older is earlier and less structured. Freud's 
theory of dreaming relies on the concept of "regression" - the turning of 
psychic energy backwards in his mental apparatus. He distinguishes three types 
of regression: 

(a) topographical regression, in the sense of the schematic picture of the 
[psychical] systems ... ; (b) temporal regression, in so far as what is in 
question is a harking back to older psychical structures; and (c) formal 
regression, where primitive methods of expression and representation take the 
place of the usual ones. All these three kinds of regression are, however, one 
at bottom and occur together as a rule; for what is older in time is more 
primitive in form and in psychical topography lies nearer to the perceptual 
end. 31 

The equation of "earlier" with "primitive" and less structured in the psychical 
systems harkens back to the Darwinian evolutionary biology that Freud was 
familiar with. Mentally, he is saying that "ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny." 
"Higher" - that is, more evolved and more civilized - mental functions are 
more closely related to the system Cs than "lower"- that is, primitive and 
unstructured functions of the system Ucs. 
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I haven't yet talked about those words everyone knows as part of Freudian 
theory- "ego," "id," and "superego." Freud used the German word "Ich" as 
early as in the "Project for a Scientific Psychology" to mean something about 
the part of the mind that says "I," but he did not clearly define what Strachey 
translated as "ego" until about 1920. He did not use the German word "das Es" 
to designate a psychological system until1923, in the paper entitled "The Ego 
and the Id." "Das Es" had been suggested by Georg Groddeck, a physician who 
expanded Freud's ideas into metaphysics; Freud said Groddeck was "never tired 
of insisting that what we call our ego behaves essentially passively in life, and 
that, as he expresses it, we are 'lived' by unknown and uncontrollable forces. "32 

Strachey, in an editor's comment to "The Ego and theld," traces Groddeck's use 
of "id" back to Nietzsche, "who habitually used this grammatical term for 
whatever in our nature is impersonal and, so to speak, subject to natural law." 33 

According to Bruno Bettleheim -one of Freud's students- das Es is the 
common word used to speak of a young child as well as an inanimate object, an 
"it." 34 It is an apt term then for the undeveloped, unstructured, and original part 
of the mind. "The Ego and the Id" is as much about the "superego" as it is about 
the ego and the id. In this monograph Freud lays out the second metapsycholog
ical model, which is commonly called the "structural" model because he now 
divides the mind into psychological structures according to function rather than 
by the property of consciousness or lack of it. 

Two clinical observations led Freud to discard the topographic model. The 
first is that repression is usually unconscious; the second is the fact of an 
"unconscious sense of guilt." The frrst observation is a common occurrence in 
practice. If you tell a person to "free associate," that is, to say whatever comes 
to mind, at frrst he may rattle off strings of thoughts, words, images. If one is 
"free associating" from a starting point such as a neurotic symptom or obsession, 
these associations will have something to do with the Ucs wish behind the 
starting point. Suddenly, the patient falls silent. He says there are no more 
associations, but no Ucs wish has been expressed. The patient says he is not 
withholding ideas consciously. Unconsciously, however, there are associations 
that are being withheld from both the patient and the analyst. 

Another illustration of the unconsciousness of this repressing force is given 
by Peter Giovacchini in his Narrative Textbook of Psychoanalysis. He tells about 
a patient who described a dream to him. One of the figures in the dream was 
obviously- to Giovacchini- a disguised figure for him and for the patient's 
sexual feelings for him. When he pointed out this connection, the patient fell 
silent and a few minutes later started talking about something else. He reminded 
her of the dream, and she asked him, "What dream?'' When he repeated her 
account of the dream, she remembered it until he again pointed out the Ucs 
wishes disguised in it. She again forgot the dream, forgot even that she had told 
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him of a dream. 35 This is a wonderful example of unconscious repression - not 
only forgetting but forgetting that one has forgotten. 

The psychical force that represses belongs to the structure Ego and acts with 
it against an unconscious impulse. The withholding force- remember the 
Censor - is unconscious and is not easily made conscious. Does it belong to the 
Pes or to the Ucs system? If it were Pes, it would obey the reality principle and 
could easily become conscious. The reluctance with which the withholding force 
becomes conscious betrays that it belongs to the Ucs. Freud says: 

Since, however, there can be no question but that this resistance emanates 
from [the patient's] ego [using the word here in the sense of consciousness] 
and belongs to it, we find ourselves in an unforeseen situation. We have come 
upon something in the ego itself which is also unconscious, which behaves 
exactly like the repressed- that is, which produces powerful effects without 
itself being conscious and which requires special work before it can be made 
conscious. 36 

A part of the ego, too - and Heaven knows how important a part- may be 
Ucs, undoubtedly is Ucs. And this Ucs belonging to the ego is not latent like 
the Pes, for if it were, it could not be activated without becoming Cs, and the 
process of making it conscious would not encounter such great difficulties. 
When we find ourselves thus confronted by the necessity of postulating a third 
Ucs, which is not repressed, we must admit that the characteristic of being 
unconscious begins to lose significance for us. It becomes a quality which can 
have many meanings, a quality which we are unable to make, as we should 
have hoped to do, the basis of far-reaching and inevitable conclusions.37 

The Ego -as a mental structure- is distinguished from the structure Id by 
its functions. In "The Ego and the Id," Freud describes the development of the 
Ego as a sort of thickening of the unstructured infantile Id at the point where the 
mind has to encounter reality. The reality principle becomes theE go's organizing 
principle. The Ego is connected with perceptions, controls motility and access 
to the real world, and develops functions that enable it to deal with reality. The 
conscious part of the Ego is linked with those auditory memories that become 
language. 

The language Freud uses to talk about the mind has undergone a major change 
between the topographic theory and the structural theory. In "The Ego and the 
Id," he talks in outright anthropomorphic metaphors about these mental agencies. 
He treats processes as if they were things- moreover, things that act like people. 
The Ego relates to the Id (and to the Superego). For example: 

The functional importance of the ego is manifested in the fact that normally 
control over the approaches to motility devolves upon it. Thus in its relations 
to the id it is like a man on horseback, who has to hold in check the superior 
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strength of the horse; with this difference, that the rider tries to do so with his 
own strength while the ego uses borrowed forces. The analogy may be carried 
a little further. Often a rider, if he is not to be parted from his horse, is obliged 
to guide it where it wants to go; so in the same way the ego is in the habit of 
transforming the id's will into action as if it were its own. 38 

75 

This is not the language of physics and neurology. It is the language of process 
and action, of function and role. Metaphor expresses what the "fiction of a 
psychical apparatus" cannot express, that the mind is part of the world of 
happening and process, not of static systems. The meaningfulness assumed to 
exist from thought to associated thought undermines Freud's ability to reduce 
mental activity to physical-chemical forces. If all associations are meaningful 
and purposive, then falling silent or forgetting implies a meaningful force 
keeping associations out of consciousness. 

The "unconscious sense of guilt" that I mentioned as the second observation 
leading to the structural theory is related to the assumption that "higher" mental 
functions should be conscious. Freud observes: 

In our analyses we discover that there are people in whom the faculties of 
self-criticism and conscience- mental activities, that is, that rank as ex
tremely high ones- are unconscious and unconsciously produce effects of 
the greatest importance; the example of resistance remaining unconscious 
during analysis is therefore by no means unique. But this new discovery, which 
compels us, in spite of our better critical judgment, to speak of an "unconscious 
sense of guilt," bewilders us far more than the other and sets us fresh problems, 
especially when we gradually come to see that in a great number of neuroses 
an unconscious sense of guilt of this kind plays a decisive economic part and 
puts the most powerful obstacles in the way of recovery. If we come back once 
more to our scale of values, we shall have to say that not only what is lowest 
but also what is highest in the ego can be unconscious.39 

The observation Freud speaks of is called a "negative therapeutic reaction." 
For some patients the most peculiar thing happens. They become conscious of 
the origins of their neurotic symptoms, and they can accept those unconscious 
wishes. However, they feel worse! They get depressed when they should feel 
better. Further analysis reveals a further unconscious belief- that they are 
essentially bad and should not have these pleasures. They feel guilty for feeling 
well. The neurotic symptoms not only have disguised the wishes but have also 
stood for punishment for the wish; removing the symptom leaves the patient 
feeling guilty. This is the "unconscious sense of guilt." 

Remember the assumption of different kinds of regression. The system Ucs 
was equated with the most primitive, most unstructured part of the mind. 
However, if guilt- and the sense of moral values that it presumes - can be 
unconscious, then something "higher," that is, more evolved and organized-
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and more civilized- is unconscious. This mental agency is the "Superego," and 
describing its development requires a mental process that becomes a fundamen
tal part of Freud's scheme of development, the process of identification. 

"Identification" in psychoanalytic jargon means more than finding similari
ties between two things. A sort of psychoanalytic dictionary (The Language of 
Psychoanalysis, by Laplange and Pontalis) defines it as a "psychological process 
whereby the subject assimilates an aspect, property, or attribute of the other and 
is transformed, wholly or partially, after the model the other provides. It is by 
means of a series of identifications that the personality is constituted and 
specified." They go on further: "In Freud's work the concept of identification 
comes little by little to have the central importance which makes it, not simply 
one psychical mechanism among others, but the operation itself whereby the 
human subject is constituted." 40 In "The Ego and the Id," Freud constructs both 
the Superego and the Ego out of identifications. 

The original identification is that of taking in something orally -food
digesting it and making a body out of it. We are what we eat, somewhat processed. 
Freud develops the Ego out of the mind's identifying itself with perceptions of 
its body at first. He says, "The Ego is first and foremost a bodily ego." 41 Later, 
the infantile mind tries to take into itself the objects of its desires. For us humans 
these "objects"- the things in the outside world that would satisfy one's 
instinctual needs- are predominantly other humans in whole or in parts. 
Psychoanalysts cause a great deal of confusion by constantly talking of human 
beings as "objects." The term comes from defining three aspects of an instinct. 
An instinct's source is the part of the body that accumulates the energy of a drive. 
Its aim is some sort of satisfaction, some state of being without the tension of the 
instinctual need. Its "object" is the thing in the outside world that provides that 
satisfaction. Identification is a process in which mental images of these "objects" 
are built up in the mind, until the Ego arises out of its perceptions both of its own 
body and of the human "objects" that would make that body self-sufficient if 
they were part of it. 

The Superego, similarly, arises out of the child's need to be like its parents at 
a later stage of development. Struggling with infantile sexual feelings about his 
parents when he is about five ·or six, a little boy finds that he fears punishment 
from his father and wishes to be a man like his father who could possess his 
mother indefinitely. Fear of his father's powerfulness and the reality of his own 
littleness leads the little boy to relinquish his wish for his mother. He represses 
that wish and then can repress his fear of his father, leaving him with the 
identification. This is a gross oversimplification of the complexities of the 
Oedipal complex. What I want to point out, however, is that this paternal 
identification becomes the origin of the sense of morality, of the Superego, and 
that it is unconscious. If the identification were conscious, it would not be so 
powerful; the Superego grows out of a child's fear of what a child perceives as 
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a powerful parent's wrath. It is not subject to reason like a consciously chosen 
morality. 

Again Freud employs anthropomorphic metaphors. In a chapter entitled "The 
Ego's Dependent Relations," he writes: 

We see this same ego as a poor creature owing service to three masters and 
consequently menaced by three dangers: from the external world, from the 
libido of the id, and from the severity of the superego. Three kinds of anxiety 
correspond to these three dangers, since anxiety is an expression of a retreat 
from danger. As a frontier-creature, the ego hies to mediate between the world 
and the id, to make the id pliable to the world and, by means of its muscular 
activity, to make the world fall in with the wishes of the id .... It is not only 
a helper to the id; it is also a submissive slave who courts his master's love. 
Whenever possible, it tries to remain on good terms with the id; it clothes the 
id's Ucs commands with its Pes rationalizations. It pretends that the id is 
showing obedience to the admonitions of reality, even when in fact it is 
remaining obstinate and unyielding; it disguises the id's conflicts with reality 
and, if possible, its conflicts with the superego too. In its position midway 
between the id and reality, it only too often yields to the temptation to become 
sycophantic, opportunist and lying, like a politician who sees the truth but 
wants to keep his place in popular favour.42 

But where are the Ego, theld, and the Superego? I think: Freud only reluctantly 
gave up his hope for finding the neurons of the "ego" of the topographical model. 
Some of the most strained passages in "The Ego and the Id" are his attempts to 
keep up the fiction of a dynamic energy that originates in the Id and powers the 
mind. This is the "borrowed forces" he spoke of when he compared the Ego to 
a Iider on horseback. As long as he insists on a quantifiable energy for the 
"psychical apparatus" which oliginates in the ld and its instinctual drives, he has 
to do some quite elaborate theorizing about the investment of this energy in 
various structures. The Ego has to get hold of some of this energy. Freud describes 
the Ego as "holding itself out as a love object to the Id" 43 as one way of getting 
the Id to provide it with the libidinal energy. However, the mental "structures" 
he is talking about have no physical reality. He talks of the Ego as "made up 
from" identifications, but "identifications" are not things. They are processes. 
The Ego is a process of processes and functions. Freud's metaphors reify these 
processes, which are really parts of the process of acting like a human being. 

Constructing these mental structures - or processes talked about as nouns 
-of Ego, Id, and Superego leads to shifts in the meanings of other metapsycho
logical terms. "Primary" and "secondary process" no longer refer to the ways in 
which energy is bound or unbound. Primary process - the qualities of timeless
ness, tolerance for contradiction, etc. - now is a way of saying that mental 
processes can be unorganized. Secondary process comprises much of what the 
Ego does in its attempts to serve the ld's pmposes, speaking in nouns. "Con-
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scious" and "unconscious" become adjectives again, no longer the names of 
systems of hypothetical neurons. The meaning of Unconscious has come full 
circle, back to the original meaning - not accessible to immediate awareness. 
Freud now refers to those thoughts, impulses, and memmies that cause too much 
anxiety as "the repressed." They are repressed either because they remind the 
Ego of dangerous situations or because they indicate too much conflict between 
the mental structures. "The repressed" takes on the character of the topographic 
system Ucs. 

This shift from physical reality to process is paralleled by a shift in the goals 
of psychoanalytic therapy. In the Outline of Psychoanalysis, published in 1938, 
Freud described the technique of analysis metaphorically: 

The ego is weakened by the internal conflict, and we must go to its help. The 
position is like that of a civil war which has to be decided by the assistance 
of an ally from outside. The analytic physician and the patient's weakened 
ego, basing themselves on the real external world, have to band themselves 
together into a pact against the enemies, the instinctual demands of the id and 
the conscientious demands of the super-ego. We form a pact with each other. 
We ... place at [the ego's] service our experience in interpreting material that 
has been influenced by the unconscious. Our knowledge is to make up for his 
ignorance and to give his ego back its mastery over lost provinces of his mental 
life.44 

This process is summarized elsewhere as "Where id was, there shall ego 
be. '>45 Gradually, the technique of psychoanalytic therapy was redefmed by 
Freud himself, his daughter Anna, and others. The original guessing game of 
fmding out what the unconscious wish-impulses are and presenting them to the 
conscious mind is replaced by studying the healthy and unhealthy techniques 
that the patient uses unconsciously to defend himself in this "civil war." Analyz
ing the ego's "defense mechanisms" enables the patient to strengthen his ego, 
his style of dealing with internal and external forces. A large portion of what is 
commonly called "personality" or "character" can be defined by our typical and 
individual styles of dealing with these forces. Thus, this shift in analytic tech
nique and goals has changed the goal of therapy from the simple removal of 
symptoms to a more wide-ranging goal of changing the patient's character. 
Psychoanalysis moved from the model of neurology and illness to a study of 
psychology and character. In doing so, analysts left the narrow confines of a 
medical specialty and joined the great conversation I alluded to at the beginning 
of this talk. 
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I Moand Mao 
Eva T. H. Brann 

Timothy Mo, Sour Sweet. London: Sphere Books, 1982; 
New York: Aventura Paperback, 1985. 

William Hinton, Shenfan. New York: Random House, 1983; 
Vintage Paperback, 1984. 

The two books lumped together here have nothing in common but their connec
tion to China. Sour Sweet is a fairly short novel about a Chinese family, "small 
people," who come to London to make a living, and also about their incubus, the 
Anglo-Chinese mafia. It is written in a savory style that bears the marks of the 
author's double heritage. Shenfan, on the other hand, is an interminable field 
report about the peasants of Long Bow village in Shansi province and their 
struggle to make the land productive under the aegis of the Communist Party. Its 
diction seems to render faithfully the stale, yet somehow stately, ideologies of 
the many political meetings the author faithfully attended. 

I recommend these books to the St. John's community, not only because the 
novel is a small masterpiece and the report an enormous achievement, but simply 
because they are, in very different ways, informative about China. I have a 
personal intimation about the twenty-frrst century in which the Orient figures 
largely, though it involves a twist on what is usually said about the salvation of 
the soul-scattered West by the wisdom of the well-centered East. I too think that 
ow· tradition may by then be in dire need of resuscitation and recollection, and 
it seems to me quite possible that the Chinese may help us in our necessity -
not, however, by offering us their tradition, but by returning our own to us, 
refmbished and revivified. In the deferred but inevitable coming liberalization 
an enthusiasm for Western literatme, music, and philosophy may sweep China, 
such as will shame om universities, which are now engaged in trashing the goods 
of om civilization. We may yet buy om Shakespeare (and, who knows, our Adam 
Smith) in cheap and learned Chinese editions and hear droves of young Chinese 
with excellent Greek lecture on Homer. It will be a true renaissance: old wine in 
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new bottles, the old substance manifest through a new sensibility. I go by many 
little signs and portents, such as an unforgettable episode in one of the several 
films made about Western violinists traveling in China to make music and find 
musicians (Stem, Menuhin): two little peasanty-looking boys, fiddling away at 
a two-part invention, bobbing their stubbly little pates at each other and playing 
together and with the music as if Bach were innate to them. As, of course, he is. 
The light that will come from the East will, according to my conjecture, be our 
own, reflected and probably beautifully refracted, and it will be the greatest 
testimonial yet to the peculiar universality (the oxymoron is intentional) of the 
Western tradition. That is why it seems to me that we, of all people, should keep 
a sharp China watch. 

Timothy Mo's Sour Sweet might be regarded as a half-harbinger of the 
resuscitation, here applied to the English language. English is, strictly speaking, 
Mo's mother tongue, since he is English on his mother's side. But it seems as if 
having his father's Chinese in his ear had done something wonderful to his 
language, something for which "redeeming" is not too strong a word. It appears 
to have regained a lost mandarin savor, to have become again plain and choice, 
taut and elegant, wry and dignified. His characterizing phrases are good exam
ples. They have an antique patina and are yet impeccably applicable to contem
porary fact. Thus Lily, the elder sister, receives a letter from the younger Mui, 
who in Lily's opinion is enjoying herself far too flagrantly in the cushy exile 
where she is awaiting her illegitimate confinement; it is an "insolent missive." 
Or Lily's little son Man Kee gives sporadic signs that he spends his day at the 
progressive public school living under a non-duress incomprehensible to his 
traditional mother, who is equally mystified by the fact that so licentious an 
institution should employ an instmment of torture called a "terror-pin" to which 
the children are required to bring offerings of lettuce; this school is termed the 
"academy of mis-rule." 

I am speaking here of the narrator's own explanatory English, but there are 
at least two other kinds of diction in the book. One is the translated Chinese of 
the immigrants: The denomination of their newly acquired van comes out in 
English as "Infernal Carapace," and the version of Lily's term for contraceptives 
is "anti-Husband pills." Against the hilarious precision of their Chinese, Mo 
plays the anxious absurdities of their slowly gaining English, beneath which can 
still be heard the ceremonious old dignity of the losing Chinese. It is the same 
layering that gives the American immigrant idioms their peculiar charm. (Inci
dentally, Mo demonstrates beautifully how foolish the language levelers are in 
pitting "dialects" against standard English: It is in comparison with a high literary 
diction such as Mo employs that one savors the divergences.) 
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Just as artful as the idiom is the structure of Sour Sweet. The title is, of course, 
a switch on the most popular Chinese dish, sweet and sour pork. The "sour" is 
the mafia that is infesting immigrant life, the Triad society, whose arcane 
ceremonies and criminal affairs are traced in most of the even-numbered chapters 
of the book. These chapters, evidently carefully researched, are red with very 
graphic violence and not pleasant to read, though fascinating. For the society too 
is in a state of transition; it has, for example, just switched its training of street 
fighters from the slowly acquired traditional routines to a more opportunistic 
assault style. In the odd-and-then-some chapters the sour is interleaved with the 
"sweet," namely the account of the Chens' home life: Mr. Chen ("Husband"), 
Lily, Man Kee, and the extended family. Full of hardship as it is, it has indeed a 
gathering sort of sweetness that comes from the lovableness of these people. The 
easiest case is Man Kee, whose over -large head is a source of contention between 
his parents. His stolid extelior is clearly modeled on those cute Chinese dolls
within-dolls; his intrepid, intelligent, warm little inner person emerges as slowly 
and occasionally as does his speech, which turns out, to his mother's horror, to 
be English. The hardest and most moving case is Lily's. She is somehow out of 
balance- "yang-ish"- and tl1e reason is that her father, a bitter and disap
pointed boxer, had trained her, in place of a son, in a particularly harsh kind of 
fighting. (One of the sweet wonders of this book is that the miseries and 
misfortunes of the immigrants are never blamed on their host country, which is 
treated with amused appreciation.) This training has left her, in contrast to 
moon-faced and flexible Mui, hard, bossy, and bony (and, to her husband's 
amazement, attractive to Englishmen). And yet she is touchingly full of the desire 
to love rightly and dutifully. She is, in fact, a quintessential Kantian. Indeed, she 
fmally does her husband in with her ruat caelum dutifulness; by persisting 
against his orders in sending remittances to his parents she makes it possible for 
the Triad enforcer to trace Chen and to "wash" him -erroneously, it turns out. 

Lily is a person of comical and complex pathos. This complicated comicality 
is the third marvelous feature of the book, its governing joke: an elaborate 
inversion of the topic "oriental inscrutability." Naturally, all those red-faced, 
blue-eyed devils are indistinguishable as well as incomprehensible to the Chens. 
At first only Mui can tell her "aitchgevees," the heavy goods vehicle dlivers to 
whom she delivers Chinese food, apart from each other. (Incidentally, what the 
Chens provide in their take-out shop is called lupsup, the rubbish reserved for 
non-Chinese, a word worthy of admittance to English.) But the true inscrutability 
is here, as anywhere, among the members of the family. Lily, especially, lives a 
tragi-comedy of errors concerning her laconic menfolks. In the most moving 
chapter she symbolically initiates the uprooting of her family when she tears up 
Man Kee's mango plant, never knowing what she is doing. And when Chen 
disappears and the anonymous remittances from the society start coming, she is 
comforted by the conviction that Husband has not left in anger but gone to the 
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continent to provide more amply for them all. There is, besides the sad comedy 
of misapprehension, also lots of simple comedy of error; its high point is Grandpa 
Chen's coffin party, which it is hard even to mention without cracking up. 

The book ends with the fmal splitting of the original family "amoeba." The 
bulb in the fat little household god Lily had bought and serviced for three years 
has burnt out. There is some melancholy in the ending, but more stiff-lipped, yet 
sweet-tempered acceptance: Mui marries, takes out citizenship, and opens a 
fish-and-chips restaurant, Lily adjusts to an empty bed and feels oddly free, Man 
Kee gets salutarily sick on his first cigarette, pedagogically administered by his 
new uncle. This little lover of "mince, jam tart and custard" will make a lovely 
Londoner. So will they all, for just as our recent Asian immigrants are recalling 
us to our slipping American virtues, so this family seems in the end to demonstr
ate more exemplary English traits than do their red-faced customers. 

William Hinton gave his first report from Long Bow Village in North China 
the title Fanshen, "tum over," "stand up," connoting revolution and liberation. 
The second is felicitously entitled Shenfan, meaning "deep plowing," "deep 
turning." As the former had given an account of the village during the most 
turbulent year of the Chinese civil war, 1948, the second traces the efforts of the 
peasants to turn tl1e land reforms of the Revolution to good account over the next 
score or so of years. It ends with the aborting of the Cultural Revolution in 1971. 

This tome of nearly 800 close-printed pages is, according to Hinton's modest 
disclaimer, not a definitive history of Long Bow during this time. Now, by my 
reckoning, its final population of 1637 persons represents far less than one 
five-hundred-thousandths of all of China. It therefore boggles the mind to 
imagine what size a defmitive history of the whole country might then be by tlris 
standard. Surely in any future history Long Bow will be less rather than more 
amply represented. My point is that tlris book is as dense a socio-anthropological 
study of a small place as one may hope to find, and that makes it a specially good 
entry point for someone who is, like myself, totally ignorant of Chinese history. 
For it seems to me that in reading to learn history, documents and field studies 
are mostly to be preferred over broad-brushed conspectuses, if only for mne
monic reasons. While the details imparted by the one get forgotten and the 
generalizations delivered by the other soon grow dim anyway, at least the 
impressions derived from the former have the robustness of conclusions worked 
out for oneself. 

Hinton's book can engage the reader in a number of ways. There is, first, the 
sheer interest of entering into the daily life of a far-away spot on earth. Since 
Hinton knows farming and machinery there is much significant technical infor
mation. The emblematic example is the technique alluded to in the title 
"Shenfan," "deep digging," a laborious and disastrous mode of turning the soil 
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in broad and excessively deep furrows, which the commune leaders impose on 
the peasants in the vain hope of high grain yields - an object lesson in the evils 
of politicization ("Judge Kao ... headed off any discussion of the value of 
deep-digging by making support for it a political issue," and calling opposition 
to it "lazy, cowardly, bourgeois thinking"). There is a vivid cast of characters, 
civilians and "cadres," of whom the (unintendedly) most memorable are two 
not always separable types: the unregenerable village bums and the unregiment
able rogue-peasants, who won't be socialized. For those interested in Chtisti
anity in China, there are the incidental but persistent traces of those local 
spooks, the Catholic pliest and his flock, and the tales of his apparently inerad
icable counterrevolutionary influence. However, the book weaves together so 
many strands as to defy summary. 

For my own part, I had picked it up to learn something about that strange 
purist convulsion, that revolt in heaven in which Mao tumed against the Com
munist Party in the name of a more pristine communism, the Cultural Revolution. 
I was not disappointed. Hinton gives an absorbingly concrete account of the 
carmagnole of increasingly intenninable, boring and brutal mass meetings, 
culminating in humiliating public self-criticisms and occasional devastating 
refusals, of more and more bottomlessly casuistic dialectic and opportunistic 
persecution, until the whole movement collapses into unplincipled factionalism, 
nearly wrecking Long Bow. 

However, the more I read, the more I found myself puzzling over the author 
himself, who must be an amazing man. To begin with, he throws to the winds all 
the cautions concerning a researcher's reticence and involves himself enthusias
tically in the affairs of the community he is observing; he is a "participant 
observer" (in the terms of the trade) with a vengeance. He retums to a Long Bow 
already altered by the previous publication of Fanshen, which had attracted the 
attention of the provincial authorities, and he comes attached to an ideological 
rectification team (which sets up shop in the old Catholic orphanage). He works 
in the fields, attends political meetings, takes sides. The unorthodox procedure 
seems to have worked beautifully (surely an object lesson to the above-the-fray 
school of research). But how did he get away with it in the turbulent climate of 
the Cultural Revolution? Perhaps because he is an anthropological genius and 
an ideological innocent. Is there anyone else in the world who mourns Mao's 
second revolution for not being pure enough? He has a genuine, utopian love for 
collectivity, prefers communes to collectives, and unceasingly scores the 
peasant's retrograde tendencies to p1ivate enterprise. The only poetry in the book 
occurs in descriptions of vast human masses rhythmically at work. 

These convictions affect the style of the book, a remarkable style. At first I 
thought that the autholial interstices amongst the many verbatim reports of 
political conversations and speeches (translated for Hinton by his China-born 
and bred daughter) were a kind of dead-pan mimicry of the evidently pervasive 
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Maoist idiom spoken publicly in the commune, whose main features seem to be 
folksy slogans encapsulating a labyrinthine "line" ("Get on the horse of cooper
ation and ride boldly onward") and a p1imly stilted didacticism. Not so: it is the 
author's own willing voice, which has the stiff charm of a hieratic tongue. 

On fmishing, I found myself left with one huge residual question, which the 
book did not so much frame as intimate. To my mind, philosophy is the sound 
core of the West, and ideology is its specific pathology. What they share is their 
intended universality, and indeed Mao, in his "Thoughts," repeatedly makes a 
point of the universal aspirations of Marxist ideology. Perhaps, then, the univer
sal West was bound to enfold the East. But why did it capture the world's oldest 
and vastest civilization precisely through its most defective mode? 



I Steiner's Stand 
Brother Robert Smith 

George Steiner, Real Presences. London: Faber and Faber, 
1989; University of Chicago Press Paperback, 1991. 

This book is a cri de coeur. George Steiner is at home in the main European 
languages; he has read and loved much of the literature and philosophy written 
in those languages, has heard most of the great music of the eighteenth, nine
teenth, and twentieth centuries, and looked lovingly at much of the painting and 
sculpture from Lascaux to Picasso. In that wealth of experience his heart lies. He 
stands for all those who love the Western tradition as it has been. 

What frightens him is a nihilist will in influential members of the university 
systems to undermine faith in that tradition. The likely results he foresees are 
that no new work in continuity with the best in the past will be produced and that 
a love and appreciation for the works of the tradition will not be transmitted to 
the young. 

He claims that what is essential on the verbal side of our culture is a conviction 
that words refer to things - that words are signs that refer not to themselves but 
to things signified by them, things that can claim a thereness in their own right, 
and can impinge on us. In great music too composers assert variant relations in 
attitude toward what we feel about strongly, things such as love and death. 
Painting and sculpture are attempts to reveal what is really to be seen. They are 
to be taken seriously because they are made in conscious competition with the 
world created by that "other artist [God]" (Picasso as quoted by Steiner). They 
are attempts to say it better. 

Even though he knows that he will thereby lose the sympathy of most of those 
who will read his book, Steiner says that literature, music, art, and metaphysics 
are basically religious and that the quarrel between him and the nihilists is a 
theological one. Whether by "religious" he means anything more than serious, 
more than a claim to convey meaning worth living and dying for, is not clear. It 
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seems to me that he need not insist on more than that to make his point. Perhaps 
he feels- and perhaps others will see- that saying that much puts him on the 
road to saying more. He clearly feels deeply enough about his thesis to take that 
risk, and to accept the consequent estrangement from the only true compatriots 
a uni versa! man like him can have, his fellows in the universities. 

It can only be because he sees the stakes as sufficiently high that he has risked 
saying repeatedly that we have no choices but religion or nihilism. "We must," 
as he says, "choose between Karl Barth and Roland Barthes." 

The current nihilism that he is talking about is that of Derrida and the 
deconstructionists. They say that no affinnation or denial has more claim to be 
taken seriously than any other because all statements are developments from 
unprovable assumptions chosen on the grounds of appetite. An appetite can be 
stronger than some rival appetite, but not truer or better. This obviously dimin
ishes respect for any strong affrrmation made by poems, novels, pieces of music, 
or works of art. But for Steiner the nihilist threat predates the deconstructionists 
by at least a century. In his catalogue the first great wrecker is Mallarme. When 
that poet tells us that rose is no more than two vowels and two consonants 
arranged in a certain order, and then rejoices because he can write poems about 
this entity not "soiled by the usages of the tribe," he is condemning us to write 
and read about something without color, odor, orroots in our memory. Rim baud's 
"je est autre" is a complementary attack on the foundations of literature. If "I" 
is "other," it is diffuse. There is no I constant amidst change and capable of 
evoking in verse lasting insights. 

Freud too plays his role. So does Saussure, and (someone new to me) Fritz 
Mauthner. Apparently he was known to Beckett, and by him called to the 
attention of Joyce. There is also the Sprachsphilosophie ofFrege, Russell, and 
Wittgenstein. One side of Wittgenstein is summed up by Steiner in a quotation 
from Saul Kripke's commentary: 

There can be no such thing as meaning anything by any word. Each new 
application we make is a leap in the dark, any present interpretation could be 
interpreted so as to accord with anything we may choose to do. So that there 
can be neither accord not conflict. 

Steiner's judgment on this is that when "read strictly, such propositions as 201 
and 202 [in the Philosophical Investigations] allow no escape from the logic of 
complete erasure of intentionality and verifiable meaning inside language itself." 

A few lines later Steiner makes an important modification that tends to 
eliminate Wittgenstein himself from the list of nihilists: 

It is not clear to me that Wittgenstein wanted his supposition to be extended 
to its nihilist finality. Such extension is difficult to accord with a sensibility 
which transcribed as that which could serve as my motto Longfellow's stanza: 
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In the elder days of art 
Builder's wrought with greater care 
Each minute and unseen part, 
For gods are everywhere. 

89 

So Wittgenstein himself may not be in intention a destroyer of what made 
Westem civilization possible. But for Steiner "this is not the issue. What matters 
is the logically licit consequential evolution and deployment of the argument, 
as Kripke summarizes it, in modernity .... " Evidently, in Steiner's mind 
Wittgenstein 's work contributes to what he sees as our desperate plight. 

This attempt to dissociate Wittgenstein himself from the bad effect of his work 
is typical of Steiner's generous spirit. Even about the arch-villain Derrida he will 
say that some stuffy parts of the tradition were usefully shaken up by the 
deconstructionists, and perceptively and generously he praises Derrida for 
something "very rare": "metaphysical wit." This accords with my own feeling 
about much in Derrida's treatment of the Kant of the third critique. 

Though Steiner concedes that he can see no possible way of refuting modern 
nihilism on its own grounds, he does attempt in his last chapter to make claims 
on behalf of the overwhelmingly non-nihilist bulk of Western traditions. He is 
expressing his own feeling about the tradition, his sense of how it was made and 
transmitted and his deep regret about a seemingly fmal schism within the ranks 
of the university. For him new voices like Descartes and Kant have been 
encouragement for new growth. The present split brings a threat of death. It is a 
sad note, but one sung for members of a family to which Steiner irretrievably 
belongs. One senses that he feels kinship with all men who value intellect and 
that he regrets that mind is being turned against the roots of intelligibility. 

This is the nub of the quarrel. Unless thereness in things remains, unless our 
words and our great quartets refer to what can be known and not merely to talk 
or to the means of expression, Steiner tl1inks the tradition is at an end. 

In order that there be a guarantee of something beyond our words to which 
they can refer, Steiner thinks there must be a God who gives them continuous 
existence. For our work to have meaning, that God must be felt, if only by his 
pervasive absence. 





St. John's Crossword 
Number Three 
Cassandra 

Once again there will be prizes of $35.00 book-tokens, redeemable at the St. 
John's College Bookstore, for the first three correct solutions, chosen at random 
six weeks after the mailing of this issue. 

The solution to Crossword Number Two ("Canonic Eponyms") will appear 
in the next issue, along with the announcement of the prize-winners (if there are 
any). The deadline for the submission of solutions has been extended to a date 
two weeks after the mailing of this issue. 
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Across 

1. Church officials greeting Queen 
and cockroach (9) 

5. Available just after dance (2,3) 

8. Sounds like bad hotel- it 
requires bowing (6) 

9. Robust author reforms base 
liar (8) 

10. If he had time to begin, political 
philosopher might be part of girl's 
wedding plans (8) 

12. Hit in reverse at transcendental 
speeds (5) 

13. Angeleno mother-priest (4) 

15. Stuff of adventure- President 
leading Scotsman by a foot (9,6) 

20. Sweeping bundle of primitive 
impulses in opposite directions (4) 

21. Goddess -keep on asking where 
she's hiding (5) 

22. Give thick coat to Northern fliers 
-they help keep one warm (8) 

25. Cowboy chased cold Greek 
maiden (8) 

26. Opposed to Gaelic Biblical trans
lation at first ( 6) 

27. Old music-maker, dead and 
covered with clay (5) 

28. To get birds, use catapults filled 
with viscous mixture (9) 
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Down 

1. Float with hot topping (5) 

2. It's persuasive in Spanish, the old 
question set to new tune (8) 

3. Kingsley's wrong (5) 

4. Persuading Philoctetes took such 
hard work (9,6) 

5. Pass tree-girt greenery with heart 
of yew (8) 

6. Freud's dream- a nasty shock (6) 

7. Flea-killer for errant pets in 
charge of fish (9) 

11. Always add right ending to 
second person (4) 

14. Edifice often richly decorated 
with feline faces (9) 

16. Dirty, wifeless, swallowing 
dust (8) 

17. He goes mad - finally, all are 
mad (4) 

18. Reagan campaign motto: 
"Charge!" (8) 

19. Projection on head of alien 
insect (6) 

23. New name, new love (5) 

24. Stops races (5) 
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